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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Axonal sprouting in a novel intracortical connection formed upon limb overuse after stroke:  

a circuit-specific transcriptomic study 

 

by 

 

Esther Hang Nie 

Doctor of Philosophy in Neuroscience 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor Stanley Thomas Carmichael, Chair 

 

 

Stroke is the leading cause of adult disability and leaves millions of patients worldwide with 

chronic deficits in sensory, motor, and cognitive function.  Although there are currently no 

pharmacological treatments for brain recovery after stroke, clinical trials have shown that a limb 

overuse paradigm, known as constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT), can lead to significant 

and lasting motor improvements. This functional improvement is strongly associated with increased 

activity in the ipsilesional premotor cortex, but the exact neuronal connections and molecular 

processes that underlie this plasticity process are unknown.  

The body of work within this dissertation identifies one potential mechanism of cortical 

axonal sprouting after limb overuse in a mouse model of stroke and forelimb overuse that 

approximates human CIMT. Via quantitative neuroanatomical mapping, we find that limb overuse 

drives the novel formation of a connection from retrosplenial cortex to premotor cortex (RSC-

PMC). We then isolate the very neurons that comprise this connection by FACS (Fluorescence-

Activated Cell Sorting) purification for RNA-Seq transcriptional profiling. The RSC-PMC 
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transcriptome is characterized by expression of activity-induced and growth-related genes, several of 

which are new to the context of CNS injury and plasticity. Pathway analyses indicate that limb 

overuse induces signaling in cell growth and tissue development, calcium signaling, and Ephrin A 

pathways. Upstream transcriptional regulators of the differentially expressed genes within RSC-PMC 

include NeuroD1, NeuroG3, YY1, and Otx2. Subsequently, top candidates from the 160 

differentially regulated genes by limb overuse were functionally screened using CRISPR/cas9 in an 

in-vitro neuronal outgrowth assay. Two molecular hits were Otx2 and NeuroG3, genes previously 

associated with critical period onset/closure and neurogenesis, respectively. Finally, whole 

transcriptome comparison studies of the RSC-PMC across various plasticity paradigms indicate 

relationship to activity-dependent/learning transcriptomes and divergence from developmental 

growth programs. In parallel, we find that GDF10 (growth and differentiation factor 10) is an early 

trigger of axonal sprouting after stroke. Even in the absence of limb overuse, we find that in-vivo 

delivery of GDF10 increases axonal peri-infarct sprouting, forms synaptic contacts in premotor 

cortex, and results in improved behavioral recovery. Together, these studies identify potentially 

synergistic mechanisms to target in future therapeutic strategies for stroke.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 
Stroke: the clinical picture 

Stroke is the number one cause of adult disability and has a worldwide prevalence greater 

than 33 million (Mozaffarian et al., 2015). In the United State alone, 6.6 million adults are living 

stroke survivors who must cope with lifelong disabilities (Mozaffarian et al., 2016). The myriad post-

stroke debilities range from sensorimotor to cognitive to mood dysfunction. The only FDA 

approved drug for stroke is tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), an anti-clotting agent that must be 

administered in the first 4.5 hours after stroke. This equates to only about 1-3% of all patients 

receiving pharmacological treatment (DeMers et al., 2012). Moreover, the death rate from stroke has 

actually been on the decline for several decades (Kelly-Hayes et al., 2003). This shifts a substantial 

burden of care toward the growing number of people now living after one or more cerebrovascular 

accidents (CVA). These epidemiological trends highlight the significant need for therapies to 

enhance recovery after stroke, and to ultimately help address the unmet needs for long-term stroke 

survivors. The shift of clinical need toward caring for patients in the medium to long-term after 

stroke also motivates neuroscience research to target enhancing brain plasticity in the subacute or 

chronic period. The acute delivery of tPA serves to limit infarct size and cell death, but there are no 

pharmacological therapies that help patients improve function after the initial incident. Finally, as 

our society’s population increasingly ages, the incidence of stroke is expected to more than double 

between 2010-2015 (Howard and Goff, 2012). Such a jarring statistic underscores the relevance and 

dire need for advances in this area of neural repair basic and translational research.  
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The following pages will review and synthesize neuroscientific research in three key 

background areas informing the rest of the dissertation. First, I will discuss the circuit, cellular, and 

molecular dynamics that characterize the post-stroke brain. Next, we will take a brief dive into 

classic and modern experiments in behavioral theory that form the rationale behind activity-

dependent limb overuse therapy following brain injury. Finally, the last section will focus on the 

premotor cortex and its known and potential roles in motor recovery after brain injury. Together, 

these topics will springboard into the remainder of the dissertation: a focused investigation of 

premotor circuit rewiring and the molecular mechanisms underlying limb overuse therapy after 

stroke. 

 

1.1 Stroke initiates a dynamic state in surviving brain tissue 

 

During stroke, occlusion of a cerebral artery leads to focal ischemia and the resultant tissue 

damage leaves patients with deficits in motor function, sensation, and cognition. One longstanding 

belief about brain injury was that after cell death occurs in the central nervous system, the hardwired 

adult brain cannot repair and recover the lost function. However, many studies have since 

overturned this dogma by showing that neural injury thrusts surviving parts of brain into a 

structurally and functionally dynamic state. Neuronal growth, stem cell activation, and functional 

network remodeling are but a few examples of phenomena that illustrate the dynamic landscape 

following brain injury (Ohab et al., 2006; Sozmen et al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2006). After stroke, the 

cortex adjacent to the infarct core is particularly dynamic: there is marked axonal sprouting 

(Carmichael et al., 2001; Li et al., 2010; Overman et al., 2012), increased dendritic turnover (Brown et 

al., 2007), and significant physiological changes in neuronal excitability (Clarkson et al., 2010). 

Additionally, areas distant but connected to the site of injury also undergo considerable plasticity, 
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engaging mechanisms such as functional modulation and circuit rewiring (Dancause et al., 2005; 

Grefkes and Fink, 2011). Examples of these substrates for post-injury brain plasticity, and their 

potential to promote recovery after injury are further explored here. 

 

Peri-infarct cortex axonal sprouting  

 

Axonal sprouting occurs robustly in the surviving cortex located adjacent to the stroke, a 

region termed the peri-infarct cortex (Carmichael et al., 2001; Murphy and Corbett, 2009). The 

sprouting process is initiated in the first week after stroke (Li et al., 2010), and has been 

demonstrated to occur between weeks in rodent (Li et al., 2010; Overman et al., 2012) to months in 

primate models of stroke (Dancause et al., 2005). Axonal sprouting can be visually mapped by 

labeling and comparing total neuronal projection patterns in animals with or without stroke. For 

example, in an animal model of ischemic stroke to the forelimb motor cortex, one can introduce 

BDA, a neuronal tracer, to the peri-infarct cortex to label the sensorimotor projections. The 

identical neuroanatomical region of an uninjured animal can be mapped using the same neuronal 

tracer. These two sets of neuronal tracings can be quantitatively compared to each other to identify 

location and extent of neuronal sprouting after stroke (Carmichael et al., 2001; Overman et al., 2012), 

as depicted in Fig 1.1. In a landmark study that took cellular axonal sprouting toward a systematic 

molecular level of analysis, Li et al. used laser capture microdissection to isolate and genetically 

profile these sprouting neurons in the peri-infarct cortex in a rat model of stroke (Li et al., 2010). 

From this study emerged the “molecular growth program” for axonal sprouting after stroke. One 

key finding was that axonal sprouting as a molecular process differs by age. That is, sprouting in a 

young adult mouse activated and suppressed unique sets of genes that were not the same ones seen 

in sprouting vs. nonsprouting neurons from an aged animal. Across both ages, interesting categories 
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of genes that were involved include growth factor, axonal pathfinding, and cellular adhesion 

molecules (Li et al., 2010). However, in the aged brain, there was upregulation of Ephrin and myelin 

genes, both of which have classic roles in growth inhibition (Thiede-Stan and Schwab, 2015). 

Epidemiological and clinical evidence indicate that stroke recovery is an age-dependent process, in 

which young patients typically recover better than the elderly (Koennecke et al., 2011; Kugler, 2003). 

Therefore, these recently identified age-dependent molecular differences in axonal sprouting 

represent a key area for current and future investigation of high clinical value.  

 

Dendritic turnover after stroke 

 

Stroke induces changes in dendritic spines in the peri-infarct cortex, a plasticity process that 

can be studied using chronic in-vivo imaging (Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009). Dendritic spines turn 

over rapidly during development and dysregulation of this process can lead to developmental disease 

(Phillips and Pozzo-Miller, 2015) However, in the adult brain, where dendrites are relatively more 

stable, their structural changes can still occur during certain learning processes, circuit remodeling, 

and normal aging (Mostany et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009). After stroke, there is 

initially a net loss of peri-infarct dendritic spines, although the precise timing of acute spine loss is 

dependent on the stroke model and ranges from hours to days. In photothromobotic (PT) stroke 

(Carmichael, 2005), dendritic spines loss is detected within the first 24 hours after stroke, while in 

middle cerebral artery occlusion this effect is seen after 7 days (Brown et al., 2007; Mostany et al., 

2010). This discrepancy may reflect the physiological differences of the size and extent of the 

ischemic penumbra: smaller and sharper border in PT (Brown et al., 2007) and larger and more 

gradated in MCAO. Nonetheless, across both models of stroke, the observed spine loss is temporary. 

Over time, peri-infarct dendritic growth and retraction either return to baseline or supersede control 
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levels. In the MCAO model, increased dendritic turnover was even found in areas as far as 2-3mm 

away from the infarct (Mostany et al., 2010). Functionally, these remodeling dendrites may become a 

source for post-injury synaptogenesis with spared or sprouting neurons. Exciting yet unexplored 

areas in post-stroke spine dynamics include activity-dependent effects on spine turnover, spine-

clustering dynamics during functional recovery, and the effects of epochs of spine “search mode” 

after injury.   

 

Neurophysiological changes in excitability  

 

In addition to structural plasticity in the peri-infarct cortex, there is also a shift in balance 

between excitation and inhibition in surviving stroke-affected tissue. One specific example of altered 

cellular physiology in peri-infarct neurons is overall diminished excitability, which occurs largely 

through heightened tonic GABA inhibition (Clarkson et al., 2010). This peri-infarct inhibition seen 

initially after stroke is thought to be neuroprotective in the acute period, guarding against excessive 

glutamate signaling which can lead to excitotoxicity and cell death. However, after 3-5 days, 

reversing this inhibition using a GABA antagonist significantly helps improve motor recovery 

without negatively affecting lesion size (Clarkson et al., 2010). Furthermore, increasing peri-infarct 

AMPA glutamatergic signaling can also induce BDNF growth factor release and further facilitate 

increased motor recovery after stroke (Clarkson et al., 2011).  

 

Excitatory signaling can also activate learning and memory mechanisms such as long-term 

potentiation, or LTP. LTP is the key cellular mechanism that underlies long-term memory formation, 

experience-dependent sensory encoding, and cortical learning. Complementary studies in rat brain 

slices indicate that 7 days after stroke, peri-infarct neurons exhibit prolonged excitatory potentials 
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and a tendency to undergo LTP-like changes (Hagemann et al., 1998). Similarly, stroke patients who 

undergo transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) protocols that induce LTP-like phenomenon to 

the ipsilesional cortex show improved recovery in motor function, at least in the short-term (Chang 

et al., 2015; Plow et al., 2009). One idea is that these physiological changes may invoke mechanisms 

of metaplasticity after injury. Metaplasticity refers to the activity-dependent regulation of neuronal 

plasticity, to prepare for the future instances of plasticity (Hulme et al., 2013). For example, 

homeostatic plasticity is an example of metaplasticity that a cell uses to make LTP less likely after 

previous LTP (and LTD less likely after previous LTD). Such plasticity functions as “synaptic 

scaling” to protect from runaway LTP and LTD, and to help maintain a cell’s intrinsic excitability 

within physiological range to enable future plasticity. During stroke, it is possible that the initial wave 

of injury-induced glutamate release may acutely decrease likelihood of future LTP, but upon 

increased GABA inhibition, the threshold for LTP is lowered. A role for metaplasticity, though not 

yet formally studied in peri-infarct cortex, may potentially reconcile the observations that peri-infarct 

neurons exhibit decreased intrinsic excitability but also show prolonged excitatory potentials once 

they are excited (Hagemann et al., 1998). As we begin to understand how stroke injury modulates set 

points for LTP and LTD, molecular memory systems may be harnessed following injury to 

differentially reinforce or weaken synapses and enhance plasticity during recovery. 

 

Plasticity in brain regions distant to the stroke   

 

Stroke injury often occurs in a focal manner, depriving a specific region of brain distal to the 

clot of its blood perfusion and oxygenation. Although neurologists have focused on “localizing the 

lesion” to the core affected area, stroke is now increasingly understood as a disease of brain 

networks (Grefkes and Fink, 2011; Silasi and Murphy, 2014). Because the brain is organized in 
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densely connected neural networks, cell death caused by stroke inevitably affects a wider neural 

network than just the center of the lesion. “Diaschesis,” originally coined by Von Monakow in 1969, 

is a term that refers to depressed brain function at sites distant to injury (Von Monakow, 1969). 

Metabolic and functional imaging point to hypoactive areas distant from the injury site in both 

rodent and primate models of stroke (Carmichael et al., 2004). This phenomenon likely happens 

because there is decrease synaptic input to that specific brain region. However, within our dense 

brain networks, redundant or related circuits can often be utilized to restore this lost synaptic input 

after injury. This is one mechanism that supports “vicariation,” or the process of a neighboring part 

of the brain taking over for the lost function of the injured area (Dancause and Nudo, 2011). 

Vicariation can be mapped using human fMRI brain imaging studies or by measuring regional 

cellular activity in preclinical models of stroke recovery. Diaschesis and vicariation are terms 

essentially used to describe complementary long distance reactions to the initial injury; the former 

underscores the loss in processing with brain structures connected to the stroke site, while the latter 

refers to the emergence of activity in a new part of the brain to take over or compensate for the lost 

function.  

 

Another example of plasticity distant from the injury is post-stroke axonal sprouting in 

contralateral cortex. After cortical stroke in rodents, corticospinal motor neurons opposite that of 

the lesioned side, termed “contralesional” cortex, sprout projections to the ipsilesional striatum, 

denervated red nucleus, and spinal cord (Carmichael and Chesselet, 2002; Ishida et al., 2016; Lindau 

et al., 2014). Elegant studies have shown that corticospinal sprouting from the uninjured hemisphere 

functionally contributes to motor recovery. This sprouting increases innervation to the lower motor 

neurons in the spinal cord that have lost contralateral input after stroke, and increases motor 
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performance. Conversely, when the sprouted neurons are selectively blocked, motor recovery is 

abrogated (Wahl et al., 2014). 

 

While the intact, contralesional corticospinal tract in large volume strokes may sprout to 

denervated areas, other cortical circuits within the spared hemisphere after smaller strokes can 

actually form aberrant connectivity. For example, training of the nonparetic limb after unilateral 

stroke diminishes the outcome of rehabilitative training of the stroke-affected limb (Allred et al., 

2010; Allred and Jones, 2008; Allred et al., 2005). Moreover, overuse of the stroke-unaffected limb is 

correlated with diminished forelimb representation of the peri-infarct cortex, and aberrant 

synaptogenesis perhaps from transcallosal neurons (Kim et al., 2015). Conversely, muscimol-

mediated inactivation of the contralesional cortex for 3-14 days improves behavioral outcome 

(Mansoori et al., 2014). These findings are critical because the phenomenon of “learned nonuse,” or 

heightened reliance on the good limb after stroke, is common sequelae to hemiparesis, but may 

actually hinder circuit repair and motor recovery. In total, to truly dissect the role of contralateral 

cortex after stroke- whether it subserves or subverts recovery, necessitates an analysis of extent and 

location of the stroke along with relevant behavioral paradigms, both compensatory and 

rehabilitative. 

Molecular changes in the post-stroke brain 

Anatomical and molecular studies in the last 20 years have shown that stroke induces peri-

infarct sprouting associated with a series of molecular changes in the affected tissue (Carmichael et 

al., 2005; Carmichael et al., 2001; Keyvani et al., 2002; Kruger et al., 2006). The earliest studies using 

curated gene expression panels showed that genes induced in the first few days after stroke include 

GAP43, CAP23, SPRR1 and c-jun (Carmichael et al., 2005). GAP43, or growth associated protein, is 
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upregulated in growth cones during cortical and hippocampal development (Meiri, 1986; Skene et al., 

1986) and in CNS regeneration (Benowitz and Routtenberg, 1997). The correlation between c-jun 

induction and peri-infarct axonal sprouting are consistent with findings from a contemporaneous 

study that demonstrated c-jun is required for CNS neuronal regeneration after facial nerve injury 

(Raivich et al., 2004). The expression of immediately early genes (IEGs) such as c-fos, c-jun, and 

ZIF268 had also been previously documented in various stroke models (Kogure and Kato, 1993), at 

both early and delayed times points (Johansson et al., 2000). Mechanistically, ischemia-induced IEG 

upregulation is mediated by activation of NMDA receptors (Collaco-Moraes et al., 1994). Since this 

is a molecular entry point for both excitotoxic cell death and neuroplasticity after survival, specific 

modulation of this system may help increase survival and enable plasticity of surviving tissue.  

 

One week after stroke, several other genes involved in sprouting induction and maintenance 

are upregulated, including NGF1, p21 (cdk inhibitor), L1, and MARCKS (Carmichael et al., 2005; 

Keyvani et al., 2002). Of the queries genes in the peri-infarct cortex, transcription factors, immediate 

early genes, and growth/structural genes are turned on, while metabolic, ion channel, and genes tend 

to be downregulated in the 7-10 days after stroke (Keyvani et al., 2002). Then in 2010, a milestone 

project advanced the earlier gene-by-gene studies of the peri-infarct region by acquiring the entire 

transcriptional profile of a sprouting neuron 7 days after stroke. For the first time, this work 

characterized an intrinsic growth program for post-stroke neuronal sprouting, and was done both 

with neuronal cell-type specificity and across the whole transcriptome, and in two age groups. This 

study underscored that growth factor, axonal pathfinding, and cellular adhesion molecules are key 

functional categories of genes induced by sprouting (Li et al., 2010). One molecule in the growth 

factor category was IGF-1, or insulin-like growth factor, was shown to be upregulated in aged 

animals after stroke (Li et al., 2010). A related protein, IGF-II, had previously been shown to be 
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upregulated at day 21 after stroke (Kruger et al., 2006), and thus posited to have plasticity effects 

outside of the acute period targeted by neuroprotection. Mechanistic workup by in-vivo gain and 

loss of function studies indicated that while IGF-1 upregulation did not increase axonal sprouting, 

its blockade in the three weeks after stroke actually increased neuronal cell death and collapsed 

cortical projection patterns (Li et al., 2010). This biological response suggests that post-stroke tissue 

is uniquely placed in a growth factor dependent state. Other growth factors, such as BDNF and 

NGF, are also induced in peri-infarct cortex and mediate functional recovery (Clarkson et al., 2011; 

Keyvani et al., 2002; Kleim et al., 2003), though this likely involves more than just axonal sprouting 

and recruits parallel mechanisms like angiogenesis (Muramatsu et al., 2012). 

 

Axonal sprouting has both cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic components. Once an injured 

neuron is turned on to grow, concurrent extracellular matrix reorganization must permit the 

activated axon to sprout and find its path toward an eventual target. Carmichael et al. find that 

several growth inhibitory molecules such as CSPGs were concomitantly expressed at a low level in 

areas expressing high GAP43, a molecular signature permissive of axonal sprouting. However, 

growth inhibitory markers are not uniformly all downregulated after stroke. For example, neurocan, 

semaIIIa/NP1, ephrin-A5, and ephB1 are actually induced during the one month after barrel field 

stroke (Carmichael et al., 2005). Curiously, some of these molecules such as ephrin-A5, are also 

induced in a similar distribution during barrel development, where they function to organize 

developing thalamocortical circuits (Bolz et al., 2004). Conceivably, the adult brain after injury may in 

part recapitulate similar developmental processes that refine neuron pathfinding and circuit 

formation. Finally, at one month after stroke, growth inhibitory molecules found in peri-neuronal 

nets are upregulated. These molecules include brevican, phosphacan, and versican, and their 

induction may signal the end of an endogenous post-injury critical period for regenerative sprouting 
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(Carmichael et al., 2005). This molecular change may correlate with the end of some spontaneous 

recovery or may even contribute to stabilization of the reorganized circuits. A better mechanistic 

understanding of the natural end of this plasticity period can help develop appropriate timing for 

future neural repair strategies.  

 

Inspired by earlier studies in CNS and PNS regeneration, our molecular understanding of 

the changes underlying stroke neural repair has been incrementally growing since the late 1990s. The 

patterned induction and reduction of key molecules occur at temporally regulated epochs during the 

recovery period after stroke. Open questions in our molecular understanding of the post-stroke 

brain include 1) how cell-type and region-specific gene regulation together orchestrate repair after 

injury 2) assigning functional roles to the hitherto identified sprouting-related molecules to growth-

promotion or inhibition, and/or circuit refinement and 3) characterizing how activity or experience-

based neurorehabilitation therapies alter the cellular environment to promote functional circuit 

rewiring during neural repair.  

 

The extent of injury matters  

 

Studies across different stroke types and study models offer a multitude of potential 

mechanisms for recovery after stroke. How do we harness any useful information to determine the 

right timing, location, and frequency of a potential treatment? One strong theme that emerges from 

this growing body of work on post-injury neural repair is that mechanisms of circuit remodeling and 

functional recovery are related to the size and location of the stroke, as well as timing and frequency 

of rehabilitation. Classic studies from the early 20th century taught us that small cortical injuries in 

chimpanzees almost always resolve in functional recovery, and ablation of contralateral cortex does 
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not eliminate this recovery (Graham, 1913; Leyton, 1917). Many studies using smaller focal stroke 

models have confirmed that function does not map to contralateral cortex, but instead to nearby or 

connected regions on the ipsilesional hemisphere (Brown et al., 2009; Nudo and Milliken, 1996). As 

discussed previously, in some cases plasticity in contralateral motor cortex can actually interfere with 

recovery.  

 

On the other hand, large cortical injuries tend to recruit more input from contralesional side 

for functional recovery. In mice, large strokes result in robust axonal sprouting from the 

contralesional cortex to striatum and spinal cord (Carmichael and Chesselet, 2002; Wahl et al., 2014). 

In rats that received different sized lesions and functionally recovered limb use, inactivating 

contralesional motor cortex revealed motor dysfunction only in animals that had suffered a larger 

stroke (Biernaskie et al., 2005). Recruitment of contralesional cortex was again dependent on stroke 

size, with only larger strokes relying on contralesional cortex for regained function. Finally, patients 

with large cortical strokes also demonstrate a functional reliance on contralateral motor cortex; when 

TMS is used to perturb contralesional premotor and primary motor cortices, stroke patients show 

deterioration in limb motor function (Mohapatra et al., 2016). From these contrasting studies, we can 

begin to build a hierarchy of circuit recruitment after stroke. Smaller strokes recruit ipsilesional, 

uninjured tissue for functional vicariation, but when this tissue is also destroyed, more distant 

regions such as contralateral cortex and subcortical regions are summoned for functional repair. In 

the motor system, these principles manifest when primary motor cortex (M1) stroke seems to first 

recruit remaining ipsilesional peri-infarct, then ipsilesional premotor cortex and supplemental motor 

areas, and finally contralateral cortex when compared across strokes of increasing size.  
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Future areas of research  

The current discussion of the dynamic changes seen in post-stroke brain leaves open several 

areas for further investigation. At the systems level, future studies will enlighten how network 

structure and function change upon injury, and how they may be mutable to enhance recovery. For 

example, correlating pre- and post-synaptic changes in the peri-infarct tissue will help elucidate 

network effects of stroke injury and recovery. At the cellular level, no study to date has performed 

chronic in-vivo live imaging of a sprouting neuron after stroke. In order to do this, genetic tools are 

needed to differentially label the same neuron before and after stroke. These tools will enable 

experiments to visualize and track post-stroke structural changes on a cell-by-cell basis, and within 

the same animal before and after stroke. Finally, future basic research in the field will aim to 

understand the combinatorial and time-coordinated effects of molecular changes that limit or 

enhance post-stroke plasticity in the adult brain.  

 

1.2 Constraint-induced movement therapy 

Although there are no approved medications for stroke, one type of motor behavioral 

therapy has demonstrated efficacy in chronic stroke patients. The 2006 EXCITE clinical trial found 

that constraint-induced movement therapy, or CIMT, results in significant and lasting motor 

recovery (Wolf et al., 2006) in patients months to years after their stroke. CIMT is a 

neurorehabilitative paradigm comprised of two parts: 1) constraint of the healthy limb and 2) 

focused overuse of the stroke-affected limb. The paradigm directly combats a common 

phenomenon after stroke known as “learned non-use,” or the tendency to give up trying to use 

one’s paretic limb after injury (Morris et al., 1997; Taub et al., 2014). Next, I will offer a brief review 

of the classic studies from which modern day CIMT was conceived.   
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Learned nonuse and cortical plasticity: a historical perspective   

The behavioral psychologist Edwin Taub is often credited with developing CIMT based on 

his sensory deafferentation experiments in the 1980s. In these studies, monkeys that had undergone 

unilateral sensory deafferentation (via dorsal rhizotomy) developed a heightened reliance on the 

unaffected limb and opted to not use the deafferented limb, despite still having fully intact 

musculature and motor circuitry (Taub, 1980). This prominent behavioral effect was termed 

“learned nonuse.” The chronic tissue-level changes that occurred in the brain after learned-nonuse 

was immense: cortex normally innervated by sensory afferents from the hand was now almost 

completely taken over by neighboring input from the face. In the macaque, this equated to a region 

about 8-10 mm wide that had taken on new topographic representation (Pons et al., 1991; Taub, 

1980). Later experiments in primates who had undergone medically needed limb amputation, which 

induced overuse of one limb, also showed analogous plasticity in motor cortex. Electrical 

stimulation of primary motor cortical regions that once mapped to muscles of the amputated limb 

now elicited responses of nearby muscles or body representations in all animals tested (Wu and Kaas, 

1999). Furthermore, neuroanatomical tracing in these primates revealed a wider cortical territory of 

M1 neurons corresponding to the amputated limb (Kaas and Qi, 2004). Injection of retrograde 

tracers into proximal muscle groups near the amputation stump labeled spinal neurons that typically 

innervated the distal limb muscles. These anatomical changes provide evidence of the structural 

plasticity that can accompany behavioral changes after injury. In summary, these studies indicate that 

both sensory and motor cortex in the adult animal can profoundly reorganize upon peripheral injury 

and behavioral shaping.  

 

Dr. Taub helped develop a vocabulary to describe the effects of learned nonuse after injury, 

and eventually popularized the translational concept of CIMT as neurorehabilitation for patients. 
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However, a much less cited study from decades before Taub was actually the first to pioneer the 

combined use of limb constraint and patterned behavioral activity to treat cortical injury. Since 

before the twentieth century, clinicians have observed limited amounts of “spontaneous” behavioral 

recovery after brain injury. In a landmark study in 1917, Ogden and Franz set out to identify factors 

that could enhance the limited degree of functional recovery after motor cortex injury in macaque 

monkeys. After cauterization of M1, several methods of treatment were tested for efficacy in 

restoring motor function, including muscular massage, sensory stimulation, limb restraint, and 

application of “irritating” stimuli to paralyzed limbs to induce limb withdrawal. Repeatedly, the best 

recovery from unilateral lesion of motor cortex occurred after combined use of the latter two 

approaches: restraining the unaffected limb in a jacket and behaviorally coaxing of the animal to use 

its paretic limb (Ogden and Franz, 1917). At first, animals would use compensatory shoulder and 

arm muscles for gross, imprecise movement of the injured arm, but after three weeks the monkeys 

could “pick up small objects from the floor and convey them to [the] mouth” (Ogden and Franz, 

1917) as depicted in Fig1.2. Goal-oriented movements with the once paretic right side were “as 

accurate, precise, and forceful as those of a normal animals” (Ogden and Franz, 1917). At two 

months after injury the injury, one rehabilitated animal as “observed to catch with the right hand a 

fly that had alighted in the monkey’s cage,” with readily appreciated “coordination and quickness” 

(Ogden and Franz, 1917). On the contrary, Ogden and Franz found that general muscle massage, a 

popular recommendation by contemporaneous neurologists, did not bring about significant motor 

recovery. Constraint alone without behavioral reinforcement was also ineffective and animals 

remained paretic more than 6 months after injury. After functional recovery from the first M1 stroke, 

a second stroke was generated on the uninjured contralateral M1 to test if this region subserved the 

initial lost function. The effect, seen in Fig 1.2b, was onset of hemiparesis to the previously 

unaffected limbs, but the recovered function persisted. The finding indicated that plasticity after M1 
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stroke occurred elsewhere, perhaps on the ipsilesional cortex. These set of early studies, though 

simple in design and largely qualitative, were truly prescient and harbinger to a clinically translational 

behavioral therapy for stroke.  

 

Nearly 100 years after Franz and Ogden, the EXCITE clinical trial enrolled patients to 

undergo two weeks of constraint rehabilitation that focused on structured task training using the 

stroke-affected limb. For 14 days, patients wore a constraint mitt on their unaffected forelimb for 

90% of their waking hours, and on weekdays behavioral training was implemented for 6 hours per 

day. After two weeks of training, the stroke patients (even chronic patients more than 1 year out 

from their initial stroke) experienced significant motor improvement of their affected limb. These 

motor benefits were sustained when behavior was reassessed 1 year later (Wolf et al., 2008). 

Although the clinical effects of limb overuse after stroke were prominent, the specific circuits and 

molecules involved in the process of recovery remain unidentified.  

 

1.3 Premotor cortex after primary motor stroke: a window of opportunity   

Defining premotor cortex across species 

The term “premotor cortex” generally describes a brain region in frontal cortex distinct from 

and usually anterior to primary motor cortex (M1) that supports aspects of motor function. 

Premotor cortex has been shown to anticipate and facilitate M1 activity, coordinate interhemispheric 

signaling, and regulate motor function after injury (Cerri et al., 2003; Darling et al., 2011; Vallone et al., 

2016). In the rodent, intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) motor mapping shows two distinct 

cortical areas that elicit forelimb movement (Tennant et al., 2011). Named for their relative positions 

to each other, they are seen in the literature as caudal forelimb area and rostral forelimb area, or 

CFA and RFA, respectively. Both CFA and RFA send direct corticospinal efferents down to spinal 
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cord (Neafsey et al., 1986), and RFA is commonly accepted as the rodent homolog of premotor 

cortex (Hira et al., 2013). In primates and humans, premotor cortex is a general term that was 

traditionally classified as Brodmann Area 6 (Brodmann, 1905), and often subdivided into medial and 

lateral premotor cortex (McNeal et al., 2010) (Fig1.3). Functionally, medial premotor cortex (also 

known as M2 or SMA, supplementary motor cortex) seems to be responsible for internally 

generated movements, since lesion to this area reduces spontaneous movements but does not hinder 

motor response to external cues (Halsband et al., 1994). Lateral premotor cortex, which is important 

for action selection and motor planning, is further subdivided into dorsal and ventral premotor 

cortex, PMd and PMv, respectively (Barbas and Pandya, 1987; Hoshi and Tanji, 2007). A marked 

anatomical difference between PMd and PMv is that input connectivity comes from superior and 

inferior parietal lobules, respectively (Hoshi and Tanji, 2007). Briefly, PMd has a role in associative 

learning between sensory input and motor output (e.g. red light means stop). PMv is important for 

choosing specific grasp positions for fine motor tasks, and also includes mirror neurons- cells that 

are active observation of motor action in another subject (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010). Finally, 

neuroanatomical tracing in primates shows that M1, M2, PMv and PMd all directly send layer V 

projections to the ventral horn of the spinal cord (Dum and Strick, 1991; Wise, 1996). These spinal 

connections may also explain the apparent spasticity and forced grasping seen upon premotor lesion 

(Fulton, 1934), and hypertonia and even clonus upon bilateral lesion (Travis, 1955).  

 

Premotor cortex after stroke 

In humans, non-human primates, and in rodent models of stroke, premotor cortex occupies 

a critical node in recovery circuits after stroke to the primary motor cortex. In stroke patients, fMRI 

studies show that brain activity significantly increases in ipsilesional premotor cortex during the 

recovery period (Cramer, 2008; Kleiser et al., 2005). Increased fMRI activity of contralesional 
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primary and premotor cortices often is found in the acute period, but the patients who recover the 

best see a progressive loss of contralateral activity and a return of ipsilesional activity, especially of 

the premotor cortex (Cramer, 2008; Grefkes and Fink, 2011). Premotor cortex in these human fMRI 

studies maps to the M2 and PMv defined in primate anatomic and cytoarchitechtonic studies. 

Consistent with fMRI studies in humans, selective M1 lesion in nonhuman primates increases 

activity in M2 to accomplish forelimb reach (Aizawa et al., 1991). Anatomical studies in squirrel 

monkeys show that stroke induces significant axonal sprouting between the premotor and 

sensorimotor cortices (Dancause et al., 2005). The premotor corticospinal projections often remain 

intact if M1 cortical stroke avoids the internal capsule, and can also reorganize following injury. For 

instance, a recent study in rhesus monkeys indicates medial premotor cortex sprouts connections to 

the ventral spinal cord after M1 stroke to the hand area (Morecraft et al., 2016). Importantly, this 

structural change most likely contributes to functional recovery because 1) the sprouting selectively 

occurs in spinal laminae XII and IX of the spinal cord, where interneurons and lower motor 

neurons for intrinsic hand muscles are located and 2) secondary M2 ablation abrogrates the motor 

functional improvements made after recovery. The studies reviewed here present overlapping 

findings in patients, primates, and rodent animal models that ascribe a role of premotor cortex to 

improved functional recovery after stroke. The next segment builds upon this work and further 

incorporates premotor cortex as an important functional element during post-stroke limb overuse. 

 

Rehabilitation and the premotor cortex 

Across patients and animal models, premotor cortex is activated during recovery after motor 

stroke. Patients who then undergo overuse training of the stroke-affected limb also exhibit 

significant motor improvement and retain high ipsilesional premotor activity (Johansen-Berg et al., 

2002). Moreover, when transcranial magnetic inhibition is applied to premotor cortex in subjects 
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without stroke and in patients with good motor recovery, only the rehabilitated stroke patients 

deteriorated in motor function (Johansen-Berg et al., 2002). This effect shows that limb overuse 

rehabilitation specifically engages premotor cortex. A corresponding result had previously been seen 

in monkeys, whereby pharmacological inactivation of ipsilesional premotor cortex reintroduces the 

motor deficit in macaques that had recovered function after M1 injury (Liu and Rouiller, 1999). 

Finally, in mice after forelimb motor stroke, motor skill training using a forepaw prehension task can 

result in performance a pre-injury performance levels (Zeiler et al., 2013). This motor recovery is 

correlated with an increase in premotor activity in the ipsilesional hemisphere, as evidenced by a 

marked loss of inhibitory neuronal markers in the premotor cortex (Zeiler et al., 2013). However, if 

the animals incurred a second stroke, this time to ipsilesional premotor cortex, the forelimb motor 

deficit was reinstated, an effect not seen if contralesional premotor cortex was stroked. 

Neuroanatomically, stroke in rodent models also produces peri-infarct sprouting and new 

connections to premotor cortex (Li et al., 2010). Mice that then overused their stroke-affected 

forelimb, an activity-based modification analogous to human CIMT, exhibit increased peri-infarct 

axonal sprouting toward premotor cortex (Overman et al., 2012). Blocking this growth hinders 

motor recovery (Overman et al., 2012).  

 

After stroke, a dynamic cascade of repair processes take place within neural circuits spared 

from injury. The collection of studies described here, across human, primate, and rodent models, 

functionally link post-stroke motor recovery and limb overuse enhanced recovery to premotor 

cortex. This suggests activity-dependent axonal sprouting of new premotor circuits as one likely 

substrate of CIMT’s efficacy in motor recovery. We hypothesize that the overlay of behavioral 

experience, in the form of activity-based rehabilitation, onto reorganizing neural circuits will elicit a 

circuit-specific molecular program for endogenous repair and improved functional recovery. Based 
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on its role in recovery, the premotor cortex is a compelling first target for the neural repair circuit 

mapping and molecular and functional studies.  

 

1.4 Harnessing the circuit and molecular mechanisms underlying CIMT to promote 

recovery  

 

In 1917, Ogden and Franz remarked: “Motor recovery after hemiplegia does not result if the 

animal is left to its own devices… and this management (or lack of management) is what is given to 

most human paralytic cases.” Dozens of studies across many models have since confirmed that 

behavioral recovery is enhanced with limb overuse after motor cortex injury (Darling et al., 2010). 

For example, ICMS mapping in non-human primate models show that after a focal cortical lesion, 

skilled training of the paretic hand expands cortical representation of the hand area into neighboring 

wrist and elbow areas (Nudo et al., 1996). This landmark study suggests a functional substrate for 

CIMT in primates. However, the circuit and molecular bases for such functional reorganization are 

not understood, but may encompass physical growth of new connections and/or modulation of 

existing synapses. While the exact neural circuit ensembles that underlie CIMT activity-based 

training are still unknown, the field suggests that the process involves reorganization of cortical 

circuits near or connected to the stroke (Grefkes and Fink, 2011; Schaechter et al., 2012; Wittenberg 

et al., 2012). Furthermore, we hypothesize that activity-dependent connections are formed in the 

adult brain by unique transcriptional and molecular processes that can be targeted during recovery.  

Goals of the dissertation 

 

Set within the highly dynamic landscape of the post-stroke brain, axonal sprouting has now 

been established as a key post-stroke phenomenon in the adult brain and is correlated with 
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functional improvement (Carmichael et al., 2016; Starkey and Schwab, 2014; Wahl and Schwab, 

2014). CIMT is also clinically therapeutic, but the critical gap in understanding in the field is now at 

the neural circuit level; the cortical circuitry and molecules mediating activity-based neural rewiring 

during rehabilitative limb overuse are yet unknown. This dissertation embarks upon experiments to 

address some of these outstanding questions in the field by mapping unique activity-dependent 

premotor circuits for circuit-specific molecular characterization and functional modification. The 

study has three main goals: 1) to map input connectivity to premotor cortex after limb overuse, 2) to 

determine the transcriptional profile of a plastic circuit found upon limb overuse, and 3) to establish 

mechanisms for candidate genes that drive CIMT-related premotor circuit plasticity. Together, the 

findings contribute toward a mechanistic understanding of a unique circuit elaborated by limb 

overuse therapy, and potentially highlight future molecular targets for adjuvant therapies during 

motor neurorehabilitation. The present work is the first in the field to investigate the circuit and 

molecular changes of premotor cortical reorganization that underlies activity-induced axonal 

sprouting in a model of stroke rehabilitation.  
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1.5 Figures 

Figure 1.1 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Axonal sprouting after stroke  
a) BDA neuronal tracer-labeled connectivity map of barrel cortex in control animal without stroke 
b) Connectivity map of the same area after MCAO to the barrel cortex; BDA now labels peri-infarct 
connections c) Cytochrome oxidase (CO) labels thalamocortical connections in the barrel field 
cortex d) Overlay of stereologically plotted population maps and CO stained section for anatomical 
localization.  
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Figure 1.2 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Constraint induced movement therapy   
a) From Ogden and Franz’s study, a macaque monkey after 26 days of limb constraint and coaxed 
usage of injured right arm. Fine motor grasp and limb strength are reported after complete 
destruction of contralateral M1 b) After motor recovery of the right limb, the contralesional M1 is 
injured in a second surgery. The monkey still uses its recovered right hand in fine motor tasks (here 
seen bringing hand to mouth), but the new stroke resulted in contralateral hemiparesis. This 
experiment indicates that after local M1 stroke, the remaining contralateral homotopic area is not 
responsible for observed recovery of motor function.  
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Figure 1.3 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Premotor cortex comparative neuroanatomy  
a) Nonhuman primate premotor cortex regions: M1=primary motor cortex; PMd= Dorsal 
premotor cortex (of lateral premotor cortex); PMv= Ventral premotor cortex (of lateral premotor 
cortex); M2=medial premotor cortex, also known as Supplementary Motor Area, SMA; S1=primary 
sensory area; PFC=prefrontal cortex. Top is lateral view and bottom is medial view b) Human 
premotor cortex regions: conventions are the same as in (a). c) Rodent premotor areas: RFA=rostral 
forelimb area; CFA=caudal forelimb area. Lateral view.  
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CHAPTER 2. 

LIMB OVERUSE INDUCES AXONAL SPROUTING BETWEEN  
RETROSPLENIAL CORTEX (RSC) AND PREMOTOR CORTEX (PMC) 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Previous studies in the field have identified at least one process of brain reorganization after 

stroke: 1) stroke triggers axonal sprouting in the surviving brain; 2) a specific molecular growth 

program initiates this process; and 3) increased behavioral activity through limb overuse can 

promote the formation of new connections (Li et al., 2010; Overman et al., 2012). Moreover, the 

2006 clinical trial EXCITE (Extremity Constraint Induced Movement Therapy Evaluation) found 

that hemiparetic stroke patients who engage in a limb overuse neurorehabilitation demonstrate 

significant and lasting behavioral improvements (Wolf et al., 2008). The results of the EXCITE 

clinical trial show that an activity-based strategy of limb overuse after stroke produces improved 

recovery. This clinical finding links with the pre-clinical studies that increased behavioral activity 

promotes axonal sprouting (Overman et al., 2012), and suggests that activity-based rehabilitation may 

also specifically promote the formation of new brain connections during recovery after stroke.  

Axonal sprouting in the post-stroke brain has now been established as a true phenomenon 

across many studies (Carmichael et al., 2001; Dancause et al., 2005; Li et al., 2010; Wahl et al., 2014). 

However, studies in the field of stroke recovery have left significant gaps in our understanding of 

the circuit rewiring neurons undergo during repair after injury. Specifically, the exact origins and 

targets of neuronal connections formed by post-stroke axonal sprouting have not been identified. 

Furthermore, the role of behavioral activity and the molecular substrates that shape activity-induced 

circuits after stroke are unknown.  

Based on the established role of premotor cortex in functional recovery after stroke, this 

neuroanatomical study sought to systematically map input connections to premotor cortex formed 
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upon limb-overuse after stroke using a mouse model of ischemic stroke. This is done by injecting a 

retrograde neuronal tracer into premotor cortex, and quantitatively mapping and comparing the 

back-labeled cells across limb overuse and control conditions. Constraint-induced movement 

therapy is modeled by botulinum toxin (Botox) treatment specifically of the stroke-unaffected limb, 

which causes the mouse to locomote, feed, and groom by preferentially using its stroke-affected 

limb (Overman et al., 2012). This is a close approximation of constraint-induced movement therapy, 

in which patients are forced to use only their stroke-affected limb for all activities during a given 

period of time (McIntyre et al., 2012; Ostendorf, 1981).  

 

2.2 Results 

Limb overuse induces a novel pattern of cortical axonal sprouting  

Four weeks after forelimb motor stroke +/- limb overuse, total cortical input to premotor 

cortex was quantitatively mapped across ipsilesional cortex using Fluorogold (FG), a retrograde 

neuronal tracer (Fig 2.1a experimental timeline). FG back labels the cells bodies of all neurons 

projecting to the injection site, in this case the premotor cortex. A four-week recovery period was 

chosen based on previous rodent studies that prominent post-stroke axonal sprouting during this 

time (Carmichael et al., 2005; Li et al., 2010). After layer II/III cortical tissue was flatted for tangential 

preparation (Fig 2.1b), quantitative neuronal mapping revealed significantly different population 

maps between the limb overuse and stroke only or no stroke control groups (Hotelling’s T matrix 

test p<0.05). In particular, after stroke and limb overuse, a profound increase in premotor input 

connectivity was seen from three regions: 1) insular cortex 2) lateral S1/S2 cortex and 3) 

retrosplenial cortex (Fig 2.2). The significance values reported here were performed on whole 

population maps, due to a lack of ROI statistics on current version of the quantitative cortical 

mapping program. This means that even given the tremendous amount of overlap between the 
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connectivity maps, the regions that were uniquely connected in the limb overuse condition were 

prominent enough to appreciate a statistical effect across whole map statistics. These findings were 

confirmed in a second independent cohort of animals, in which the same regions exhibited circuit 

plasticity after limb overuse (Fig 2.3). The population maps between no stroke vs. stroke only 

conditions were not significantly different using the same statistical criteria Fig2.2a. 

In order to further explore spatial distribution of connections, the Cartesian maps were 

divided into 20 wedge-shaped polar segments. Polar plots were generated to represent both quantity 

and spatial direction of connections across binned subregions across the entire projection map. Fig 

2.3b indicates that the segments oriented toward insula (1), lateral somatosensory areas (2), and 

retrosplenial cortex (3) are more highly connected to PMC in the limb overuse group compared to 

stroke only. Weighted vectors in each polar segment of the map represent a normalized number of 

FG+ cells per direction, which also indicates that the three regions of interest had a higher number 

of cells connected to PMC in the limb overuse condition.  

 

A unique connection is formed from retrosplenial cortex (RSC) to premotor cortex (PMC) 

Next, we wanted to know if the connections formed from the retrosplenial/posterior-medial 

region of interest in fact mapped outside of known forelimb and hindlimb motor regions. One 

straightforward approach to this question is to label layer V corticospinal motor neurons for co-

registration of these maps to those generated via premotor FG tracer studies after limb overuse. 

Spinal cord retrograde tracing was performed from cervical and thoracic levels to back-label the 

regions of cortex that sent direct corticospinal motor projections to the vertebral levels C5 and L2. 

Forelimb and hindlimb layer V corticospinal motor neurons were mapped and projected onto the 

tangential section flat maps of premotor afferents (Fig 2.4). The co-registered maps confirmed that 

the increase in cortical afferents originate from a parietal area distinct from hardwired corticospinal 
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motor regions (Fig 2.4b, inset). Next, we matched stereotaxic coordinates between tangential and 

coronal orientations to carefully register the maps anatomically to a reference atlas (Fig 2.5). These 

analyses map the distinct area of increased cortical afferents to PMC to the retrosplenial cortex (Lein 

et al., 2007; Paxinos and Watson, 2001).  

 

2.3 Discussion 

In the present study, we find that limb overuse after stroke drives prominent axonal 

sprouting from retrosplenial to premotor cortex (RSC-PMC), insula to premotor cortex, and lateral 

somatosensory areas to PMC (Fig 2.2b). Among the three main regions uniquely mapped after limb 

overuse, the retrosplenial cortex, or RSC, became the main focus for further studies for two main 

reasons. First, a previous study using voltage sensitive-dye imaging had reported that retrosplenial 

cortex is uniquely active in mice that had recovered from somatosensory stroke (Brown et al., 2009). 

This finding from a tissue-level network activity data provides a potential functional correlate to the 

neuronal tracing data in a related but distinct stroke model. Second, the increase in retrosplenial 

connections was found in a relatively distinct pattern as compared to the more intermixed 

populations in somatosensory cortex and insula (Fig 2.5). Therefore, the RSC connection would also 

be a practical target to microdissect for the downstream cell isolation and circuit transcriptome 

studies.  

 Two separate cohorts of connectivity tracing experiments find that limb overuse after stroke 

drives prominent axonal sprouting from retrosplenial to premotor cortex (RSC-PMC) (Fig 2.2 and 

2.3). In the stroke only condition, this connection also exists and is mapped, but to a much lesser 

extent as seen by a consistently lower number of FG+ cell bodies in RSC (Fig 2.2a). The number of 

connections is markedly increased after limb overuse. If the limb overuse treatment is only applied 

for 10 days before FG tracer is injected into PMC, the enhanced RSC-PMC connection is not found 
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(data not shown). This finding suggests that the post-stroke sprouting process may need several 

weeks to complete pathfinding to the premotor cortex target. The retrosplenial cortex normally 

sends anterior projections toward the frontal cortex, and we posit that limb overuse causes these 

projection collaterals to sprout new branches to innervate the premotor cortex. This hypothesis is 

attractive because if an existing projection is partially axotomized due to stroke, retrograde signaling 

back to the RSC may already have initiated repair/regrowth mechanisms at the same time limb 

overuse is applied. An alternative mechanism is that a de-novo axon grows long distance from RSC 

to frontal cortex, thought this is perhaps less energetically favorable, particularly in adult CNS tissue.  

 

The re trosplenial  cor tex 

 In these neuronal tracing studies, we identified a high density of FG+ cells in a region 

posterior and medial to forelimb motor cortex after limb overuse. The cell counting and population 

maps were generated on tangentially cut sections, an orientation advantageous for layer specific and 

long-distance connection studies. By carefully aligning these maps back to conventional coronal 

views, we were able to pinpoint the region of interest as retrosplenial cortex (RSC) (Fig 2.5). These 

anatomical data were especially encouraging in light of a previous study that mapped functional 

activity to RSC after stroke (Brown et al., 2009).  

 The retrosplenial cortex (RSC) is still an understudied part of the neocortex (Vann et al., 2009), 

so much that in 2001 Vogt and colleagues state “nothing is known about its function.” Located in 

the parietal cortex, the RSC comprises a large part of higher order “association cortex,” or the 

evolutionarily newer and perhaps less hardwired regions of the neocortex. In recent years, lesion 

studies of the RSC have resulted in defects in spatial memory and navigation (Harker and Whishaw, 

2004). As a brain region specialized for multimodal integration, RSC is structurally connected to 

sensorimotor cortex, parietal cortex, and the occipital lobe (Lein et al., 2007; Vann et al., 2009). We 
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hypothesize that the RSC, as a hub region that coordinates spatial, visual, and sensorimotor function, 

might be especially well-poised for post-injury plasticity when more hardwired regions nearby, such 

as FL and HL motor cortex, are damaged by stroke. Again, previous studies bolster this idea; Brown 

et al. identified RSC as a key cortical region activated after recovery from sensorimotor stroke 

(Brown et al., 2009). Moreover, RSC is a relay station for neural circuits intimately involved in 

sensorimotor function, so establishing a connection to PMC after stroke may provide an efficient 

path to bypass and the damaged motor cortex and promote functional recovery.  

 

Implications, limitations, and prospective questions 

 One limitation of introducing a retrograde tracer to the PMC target for neuronal back-labeling 

is that it results in a time-stamped snapshot of the PMC connectivity map. The FG tracer is notable 

for its high fidelity for axon terminals and usually does not permeate fibers of passage (Schmued and 

Fallon, 1986). That is, a neuronal cell body is labeled FG+ if and only if its axon terminal has 

reached the site of injection at the time of tracing, in this case the PMC. One complimentary 

approach to further map axon outgrowth is to perform anterograde neuronal tracing from RSC 

across the same conditions. We have used AAV9 to do this (data not shown here). Indeed, we see 

anteriorly projecting neurons from RSC to PMC after limb overuse, but analyses of collateral 

sprouting cannot be easily done in these samples because of the same “snapshot connectivity” 

problem. To date, we have not developed a way of uniquely labeling pre- and post- stroke projection 

patterns at a cell-by-cell resolution. In an ideal experiment, we would be able to reconstruct brain 

volumes to chart individual axons from RSC, to identify any neurons sending a collateral to PMC, 

and finally to determine if that projection existed before stroke. We are working on developing 

multi-colored synaptic labeling tools to enable this type of research in the future. At the moment, 

without chronic in-vivo imaging of axonal sprouting (or a priori knowledge of the axon’s path for a 
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time-series anatomical study with serial tracer injection sites), it is challenging to map the trajectory 

the RSC projection takes to understand how it sprouts before terminating in PMC.  

 Despite technical limitations to parallel interpretation of RSC pathfinding, our discovery that 

sprouting occurs from RSC to PMC is consistent with decades of work on the highly dynamic peri-

infarct cortex—that sprouting axons populate this surviving tissue. One might surmise that a 

sprouting RSC neuron is partially guided by cues of the post-stroke tissue to route to a functionally 

related neighboring region. In this case, when primary motor cortex suffers stroke and can no longer 

process input, PMC is next in the motor hierarchy and has been functionally correlated with stroke 

recovery (Cramer et al., 1997; Zeiler et al., 2013). There is also precedent for intricate post-stroke 

guidance of axonal sprouting: in squirrel monkeys after M1 stroke, premotor sprouting axons 

through the peri-infarct tissue sharply repel from the infarct border and instead synapse in 

neighboring somatosensory cortex (Dancause et al., 2005). Similarly, regenerating retinal ganglion 

cells (RGCs) and spinal cord axons can also make sharp turns or “U-turns” to avoid scarring or dead 

ends while en-route to its eventual target (Hollis, 2015; Luo et al., 2013; Pernet et al., 2013). However, 

across all models, the jury is still out on how guidance cues dictate sprouting cells to correctly route 

to a target that facilitates functional recovery versus an aberrant target. 

 We shall propose one possible mechanism for RSC-PMC axonal sprouting here. First, stroke 

injury to an axon or neighboring cell induces retrograde signaling to RSC (Abe and Cavalli, 2008). 

Like in peri-infarct neurons (Li et al., 2010), the injury activates a limited intrinsic growth or repair 

program for the RSC neuron. The growing axon may avert the infarct core and courses through the 

peri-infarct tissue, whose ECM is permissive for growth during this time frame (Carmichael et al., 

2005). Finally, the sprouting RSC projection synapses in the PMC, a functionally relevant brain 

region previously linked to motor recovery after stroke. To date, the molecular players that drive this 

coordinated process of cortical reorganization during post-stroke rehabilitation and behavioral 
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shaping remain unknown. This avenue of investigation will become the next focus of the study.  
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2.4. Methods 

Photothrombotic stroke and forelimb overuse model 

Forelimb cortical stroke was induced in young adult (3 month old) C57BL/6 mice using 

stereotaxic surgery. This technique is well established in the field to generate focal cortical ischemic 

stroke in the rodent model. Anesthesia induction was performed at 5% isoflurane supplied with 

100% O2 and then maintained at 2% for the duration of the operation. Body temperature was 

maintained at 37.0 °C +/-0.5°C by homeothermic heating pads. Rose Bengal, a photosensitive 

chemical was introduced systemically via intraperitoneal injection, and light activated for 15 minutes 

(using a cold light source KL1500 LCD, Zeiss) the forelimb motor cortex (coordinates ML 1.5mm, 

AP 0.0mm). After 15 minutes, the wound is closed and the animal is returned to its home cage for 

recovery.  Photothrombotic stroke causes microthromboses that reproducibly generate targeted 

infarcts of 2.0 mm diameter to the cortical area of interest, which in these studies is the forelimb 

motor cortex located at 1.5mm lateral to Bregma (Carmichael, 2005; Clarkson et al., 2011).  

Forelimb motor cortex stroke was chosen as the model system for these studies for three 

key reasons. First, it reliably induces forelimb motor deficits that have been quantitated by specific 

behavioral tests (Clarkson et al., 2011). Second, previous studies using the forelimb motor cortex 

stroke model have established a critical role of peri-infarct cortex in recovery from ischemic infarct 

(Clarkson et al., 2010; Clarkson et al., 2011). Third, motor cortical activity is directly correlated with 

the amount of limb usage by the animal, which is a parameter that can be independently 

manipulated for these proposed studies of activity-dependent recovery. Constraint-induced 

movement therapy was modeled by intramuscular botulinum toxin (Botox) treatment specifically of 

the stroke-unaffected limb. This causes the animal to locomote, feed, and groom by preferentially 

using its stroke-affected limb. Previous work has shown that forced limb overuse leads to improved 

functional recovery after stroke (Biernaskie et al., 2005; Schneider et al., 2014). 
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Neuroanatomical tracing of premotor cortex 

After stroke, animals enter a four-week recovery phase in their home cages, a critical period 

during which new neural connections form after stroke (Carmichael et al., 2005). During this time, 

half of the animals from each condition group will receive Botox to induce stroke-affected limb 

overuse. The other half was returned to their home cages with no rehabilitative treatment. Each 

animal then received 280nL of Fluorogold (Fluorochrome, Denver), retrograde neuronal tracer, by 

pressure microinjection into the premotor cortex to back-label the somas of all neurons connected 

to the premotor cortex after stroke. Cortex is then isolated, flattened, PFA fixed, and tangentially 

sectioned at 40um for layer-specific quantitative analyses.  

 

Spinal cord injections: 

Layer V corticospinal motor neurons were labeled by stereotaxic injection of CTB, a 

retrograde neuronal tracer, into the cervical enlargement at C5 of 5 month-old CD1 mice. Surgeries 

were performed on a stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf) interfaced with a microinfusion syringe 

pump (Harvard Instruments) as previously described (Song et al., Biomaterials, 2012). Animals were 

anesthetized with general isoflurane in oxygen-enriched air. Single vertebra laminectomy at C5 

revealed the cord, and 500nL of CTB tracer (6.67 ug/uL, List Biological Labs) was injected into the 

right dorsal corticospinal tract (dCST). CTB infusion progressed at 0.2mL/min through a glass 

micropipette connected by special adapters and high-pressure tubing to a 10 mL Hamilton syringe. 

All animals were given analgesic prior to suture wound closure. 10 days after tracer delivery, animals 

were anesthetized with pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with 4% PFA. Brain and spinal 

cord were isolated and prepared via tangential and coronal cryosectioning, respectively. Tissue 

preparation and stereological cortical mapping were performed as previously described (Overman et 
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al., 2012). Cervical cord was cryosectioned at 40um and for dCST injection site verification by CTB 

immunofluorescence (Goat anti-CTB 1:10,000, List Biological Labs).  

Statistical analyses of anatomical cortical mapping  

The total number and pattern of connections were be mapped and quantified across groups 

using quantitative cortical mapping. Quantitative cortical mapping digitally plots cell body locations 

in tangential flattened cortex and converts each cell location into Cartesian coordinates in relation to 

the injections, with spatial connections statistically compared across groups (Hotelling’s inverse T-

matrix test and polar plots). More specifically, three statistical analysis paradigms were used. First, 

scatter plots were analyzed using Hotelling’s T2 test for spatial correlation. For data with a common 

covariance matrix, such as the map of axonal position in tangential cortical sections, Hotelling’s T2 

method tests the hypothesis of multivariate mean equality: that the means for the set outcome 

variable (axonal location for each individual, averaged by experimental condition) are equivalent 

across groups. The T statistic is the analog of Student’s two-group t-statistic for testing equality of 

group means for a single outcome variable. P-values were computed without Gaussian assumptions 

by means of a bootstrap 250 µm was applied around the injection site to account for the uniformity 

of the injection site itself and immediately adjacent FG labeling across groups, regardless of 

projection pattern. Second, polar statistics tested for differences in distribution of axonal projection 

patterns across treatment groups. For each treatment condition, the x, y coordinate of every FG-

positive cell body was converted to an equivalent polar coordinate (r,) relative to the tracer injection 

site as center (Li et al., 2010; Overman et al., 2012). The location of each cell body was transferred to 

common polar space and a mean projection vector was computed for each treatment group. 

Differences in mean projection vectors between groups were analyzed using Watson’s 

nonparametric two-sample U2 test for polar observations.  Polygons represent the 70th percentile of 

the distances of FG+ cell bodies from the reference site (medial edge of section) in each segment of 
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the graph. Weighted polar vectors represent the median vector multiplied by the median of the 

normal distribution of the number of points in a given segment of the graph. The normal 

distribution is the projection pattern that would occur if neurons projected equally and radially from 

the injection site. Third, total cell numbers in the linear construct across ipsilateral cortex were 

analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Tukey-Kramer test. In addition, 

differences between two means were assessed by unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test.  Differences 

among multiple means were assessed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer’s post hoc tests. 

All statistical analyses were performed in R-statistics based custom software (Li et al., 2010; Overman 

et al., 2012).  
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2.5. Chapter 2 Figures 

 
Figure 2.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Experimental timeline of neuroanatomical mapping studies  
a) Premotor circuit mapping studies are performed on a 5-week timeline. Animals undergo a 4-week 
recovery period after receiving PT stroke, during which time half of the animals receive limb 
overuse treatment. At day 28, FG retrograde tracer is injected in premotor cortex and given a 1 week 
uptake period before tissue processing b) Tangential sections are prepared from ipsilesional cortex. 
Left: cortical surface view with Right: A tangential flattened section preparation of the highlighted 
cortex in adjacent panel.  
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Figure 2.1. Experimental timeline for premotor circuit tracing studies 
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Figure 2.2 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Limb overuse produces novel pattern of premotor connections 
a) Quantitative cortical connectional maps compare premotor cortex retrograde tracer labeling 
between WT vs. stroke only overuse conditions (n=5 per group). There was no statistically 
significant premotor connectivity difference between WT versus stroke only groups b) Quantitative 
cortical connectional maps between stroke only vs. stroke + limb overuse conditions (n=5 per 
group). Forced limb overuse produces a novel and statistically significant pattern of premotor cortex 
connections p=0.021. 
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Figure 2.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 A second study reproduces PMC-RSC connectivity maps after limb overuse 
a) Quantitative population maps generated from a second cohort of neuroanatomical tracing 

studies indicate three regions of increased connectivity to PMC after limb overuse: (1) insular 
cortex (2) lateral S1/S2 (3) retrosplenial cortex. Limb overuse PMC connectivity is labeled in 
pink. Teal represents stroke only condition. b) Polar distribution plots of cortical maps 
generated from this cohort. Shaded polygons represent the 70th percentile of the distances of 
FG+ somas from a reference point origin. Weighed polar vectors represent the normalized 
distribution of the number of cell bodies in a given wedge-shaped polar segment of the 
graph. The three regions of increased connectivity to PMC stand out within the polar 
distribution and weighted vectors: (1) insular cortex (2) lateral S1/S2 (3) retrosplenial cortex 
again emerge as regions of unique connectivity.  
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Figure 2.4 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Corticospinal motor regions are distinct from RSC origin of PMC connection 
a) Tangential flat map with barrel cortex immunostained for anatomical reference. Forelimb (blue) 
and hindlimb (orange) corticospinal motor neuron CSMN regions. Insets: C5 and L2 spinal cord 
tracer injection sites targeting the dorsal corticospinal tract (dCST) b) Overlay of CSMN projection 
maps with premotor connectivity map of stroke+limb overuse condition (projection map is from 
the same condition group presented in Fig 2.2b). Inset: zoomed view of posterior-medial region of 
interest of FG+ cells that lie outside of motor areas and within the retrosplenial cortex (RSC).  
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 Figure 2.5 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Mapping the posterior medial region of interest to retrosplenial cortex  
a) Cortical tangential section view of RSC-PMC population maps generated by retrograde tracing. 
Several neuroanatomical regions are schematized on cortical tangential section. The barrel cortex 
overlies immunostained cytochrome oxidase; FL motor: forelimb primary motor cortex, RSC: 
retrosplenial cortex. The three dotted lines mark the anterior posterior (A-P) distances for the brain 
atlas views in coronal orientation. b) Top: three virtual coronal slices are taken at AP-distances of 
(1)-3.80mm (2)-2.30mm and (3)-1.70mm. RSC spans each of the coronal sections and from anterior 
(3) to posterior (1). Bottom: sagittal view along the midline reveals that RSC territory extends into 
the most medial edge, and curls along this edge as seen in coronal slice (1). This midline area maps 
to the far-most medial edge on tangential sections as seen in panel (a).   
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CHAPTER 3. 
 
 

AN ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT AND CONNECTION-SPECIFIC TRANSCRIPTOME  
AFTER STROKE AND LIMB OVERUSE 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The neuroanatomical studies described in Ch. 2 demonstrated that limb overuse induces 

axonal sprouting from retrosplenial (RSC) to premotor cortex (PMC). The next goal was to 

specifically isolate the neurons that project from RSC to PMC to identify a connection-specific 

molecular transcriptome after a post-stroke rehabilitative behavioral paradigm. We hypothesize that 

such a transcriptome would capture both injury-induced and learning-activated genes. Ultimately, we 

want to understand how activity-dependent cues from limb overuse shape neural remodeling and 

recovery after injury. Figure 3.1 schematizes the experimental approach, in which RSC cells labeled 

with FG+ are purified using FACS (Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting) for RNA isolation and 

transcriptome analyses. To this end, we opted to use RNA deep sequencing to capture the molecular 

transcriptome of a CIMT-driven circuit between RSC and PMC. In contrast to microarray 

hybridization techniques, RNA-Seq has superior dynamic range for transcript quantification and also 

identifies splice variants within the transcriptional profile (Wang et al., 2009). This second advantage 

of RNA-Seq will offer key insights into the isoform-specific roles of activity-dependent molecules in 

post stroke plasticity. For example, Homer1, which is an activity-induced postsynaptic protein 

upregulated in sprouting neurons (Li et al., 2010), has a truncated isoform with a short intracellular 

tail that prevents glutamate receptor clustering to mediate homeostatic plasticity (Leslie and Nedivi, 

2011). This added resolution for splice variation in RNA-Seq expression data will help guide the 

subsequent gain or loss-of-function mechanistic studies. 
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Prior to RNA-Seq transcriptome profiling, there were several cell purification technical 

hurdles in to overcome. Previously, our lab and others have used laser capture microdissection to 

isolate cells of interest for molecular studies (Cahoy et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010), but this technique 

necessitates macroscopic laser-guided cutting of tissue, so it is difficult to truly obtain a single pure 

cell type (Okaty et al., 2011). Other labs have also used Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) 

to isolate pure cell populations of interest, but usually this is done in the more easily dissociable pup 

brain (Arlotta et al., 2005), non-cortical regions such as striatum (Lobo et al., 2006), or transgenic 

animal lines where there is an overabundance of collectable cells. Our specific needs were to purify 

cortical cells from the adult brain, a relatively small population of cells from a distinctly mapped 

region of the brain. However, since the population of cells we wanted to collect had been labeled by 

a fluorescent neuron-specific tracer and we had detailed maps for their expected location in RSC, we 

set out to optimize this next tier of studies for FACS purification.  

 

3.2 Results 

FACS purification of adult cortical neurons 

In a set of initial proof-of-concept experiments, Fluorogold (FG) tracer-labeled neurons 

were successfully dissociated from adult cortex, FACS purified, and high quality startup RNA 

extracted for transcriptome profiling. Because adult cortical neurons are morphologically complex 

and physically enmeshed within dense networks, a specific cell isolation protocol using a density-

gradient column was adapted for careful cell release from tissue (Brewer and Torricelli, 2007). A pH 

stabilizing buffer Hibernate and excitotoxicity blockers were used for FACS cell isolation and 

suspension (details and references in Methods section). This unique protocol overcomes the 

anticipated hurdles of low cell yield from tissue digestion, shearing injury during cell release, and low 

neuronal viability. Optimized papain tissue digests of both naïve and stroke brains yielded 120,000-
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150,000 cells per cortical sample, yields that are well suited for FACS analyses. After isolating 

neurons from fresh tissue, a subpopulation of FG positive cells was visually confirmed by 

fluorescent microscopy, and positive FACS cell. FG sorting was fluorescently distinct from and 

equally efficient as a positive control sorting of CTB-488, a control retrograde tracer conjugated to a 

conventional fluorophore. Gates were defined by negative controls in unlabeled animals (Fig 3.2). In 

total, these experiments demonstrate a successful and reproducible approach to dissociate and 

isolate FG labeled adult cortical neurons for molecular characterization of the identified activity-

induced recovery circuit.  

Next, we used FACS to collect RSC FG+ cells from multiple replicates of stroke (n=8) and 

stroke + limb overuse (n=7) animals. An additional control group of RSC neurons not connected to 

PMC (FG-) but labeled with neuronal surface marker NCAM was included (n=7). This final control 

group represents RSC neurons adjacent to FG+ cells but not labeled with tracer—essentially a cell-

type specific control from the same cortical region. Fig 3.3 diagrams representative FACS collection 

plots from each experimental group. Total numbers of cells isolated from each condition are 

summarized in Table 3.1. On average, between 500-1000 FG+ cells were collected per sample. The 

experimental timeline for stroke and premotor FG tracing were identical to that used for the first 

phase of neuroanatomical mapping studies (mapped in Fig 2.1), and fresh tissue dissections were 

performed for all FACS experiments.  

 

The RSC-PMC circuit transcriptome includes activity-dependent and growth-related genes 

High quality RNA was purified from FACS-isolated FG positive RSC neurons and NCAM+ 

RSC neurons for cDNA library generation and RNA-Seq. The first comparison we performed was a 

ranked analysis across all three groups, which indicated that premotor projecting RSC cells isolated 

from stroke were most different from their neighboring RSC cells (FDR <0.1 across any 
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comparison) (Fig3.4). In a second comparison, RSC+ cells from stroke+limb overuse were tested 

against stroke alone, and the overuse group is statistically different from stroke alone and 

differentially regulates a unique set of genes.    

In this first comparison, among the top 100 differentially regulated genes were activity-

dependent genes such as FosB and KCNJ10, and neuronal outgrowth genes RhoB, Sparc, and Egr1. 

Immune molecules that are differentially regulated include MHCI-related Beta-2 microglobulin, 

HLA proteins like H2-K1, and C1q. Many of these have been implicated in developmental and adult 

plasticity mechanisms in recent years (Adelson et al., 2012; Bialas and Stevens, 2013; Shatz, 2009).  

Within the second comparison, a unique set of 160 genes is differentially regulated in the 

retrosplenial to premotor cortex circuit upon limb overuse after stroke (p<0.005, FDR<0.1) (Table 

3.2). Several novel candidates emerge from this analysis. SOSTDC1, a BMP antagonist upregulated 

64 fold, belongs to a class of activity-dependent proteins involved in Wnt signaling and tissue 

patterning during development (Cho et al., 2011; Clausen et al., 2011). Nat8l (+28X) produces a 

brain-specific metabolite that regulates TNF-alpha expression, a signal that can increase AMPA 

receptor insertion into the membrane (Pickering et al., 2005; Santello and Volterra, 2012). Nat8l also 

induces axonal outgrowth in primary neurons in-vitro via energy regulation and microtubule 

stabilization (Sumi et al., 2015; Toriumi et al., 2013). Two molecules involved in the ubiquitin 

protease system are also significantly upregulated: MARCH3, an E3 ubiquitin ligase, and UBE2c, a 

ubiquitin conjugating enzyme implicated in the hypoxia inducible factor pathway. There is a 

precedent in the field for ubiquitination-induced axonal sprouting. For example, NEDD4 

ubiquitinates PTEN to increase axonal sprouting during development of hippocampal neurons 

(Drinjakovic et al., 2010). Limb overuse after stroke differentially regulates a unique list of genes; 

many candidate genes are novel, but also have promising relevance supported through the literature. 
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Bioinformatic Analyses of functional network signaling, gene co-regulation, and 

transcriptomic relationship to other learning and memory paradigms 

 Next, we strived for a more comprehensive analysis of the identified genes by studying their 

network connectivity, relationship to each other, and broadly to other plasticity transcriptomes. 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) categorized the gene differentially regulated by limb overuse into 

canonical pathways that include 1) CREB signaling in neurons 2) Ephrin Signaling, and 3) Calcium 

Signaling. Top network hits include 1) cellular development, cell death and survival, gene expression 

2) cellular growth and proliferation, and 3) embryonic and organ development (Fig3.5). Next, an 

IPA upstream analysis was also run to identify potential transcription factors or master regulators of 

the identified differentially regulated genes. This resulted in the identification of 6 transcriptional 

regulators: Otx2, YY1, CREBBP, NeuroD1, NeuroG3, and Crx. Otx2 is a secreted protein that 

establishes the end of the critical period of dominance column plasticity. Blocking Otx2 in the 

mature brain can reestablish this plasticity in the adult visual system (Miyata et al., 2012). YY1 

(named Yin-Yang 1 for its activation/repression bipotential activity) is a Kruppel class transcription 

factor previously found to play a role in TNF-a mediated neuronal protection (Karki et al., 2016) as 

well as liver and muscle regeneration (Du et al., 1998). YY1 also represses brain MMP9, an enzyme 

that degrades extracellular matrix and may therefore permit sprouting (Deryugina and Quigley, 2006). 

In the PNS, YY1 regulates myelination (He Ye, 2010), a mechanism that can potentially contribute 

to increased integrity of circuits after cortical reorganization. Finally, a closely related homolog YY2 

has been found to critically regulate neuronal outgrowth of hippocampal neurons (Klar et al., 2015).  

NeuroD1, which is a developmental transcription factor downregulated in the limb overuse 

condition, is controlled by upstream regulator NeuroG3. CREBBP is a modulator of the widely 

known activity-dependent gene, CREB, which been shown to be involved in axonal outgrowth of 

DRG spinal neurons after injury (Gao et al., 2004) and in peri-infarct neurons after stroke 
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(unpublished data from our group). Finally, Crx is a transcription factor important to the visual 

system development, and has been reported to interact with Otx2 (Li et al., 2015a) These upstream 

regulators, their associated genes, and basic known roles are summarized in Table 3.3. 

 In a next tier of analysis, we used weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA), to 

identify candidate genes that are coordinately regulated. WGCNA analyzes and groups genes that 

exhibit similar expression patterns across samples and places them into gene modules (Zhang and 

Horvath, 2005). The main advantage of this analysis is that it overcomes many of the limitations of 

conventional single gene studies by looking for co-expression patterns of candidate genes without 

using a database of pre-curated functional networks (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008). Unbiased 

modules were generated across samples from the three conditions: RSC FG+ cells from stroke and 

stroke + limb overuse, and NCAM+ cells from RSC (Fig 3.6a). In RSC FG+ neurons versus RSC 

NCAM+ neurons, three upregulated gene modules (turquoise, purple, yellow modules) were 

identified with Gene Ontology (GO) specifications: growth factor receptor, brain and CNS 

development, and c4b innate immunity. There were also 8 downregulated modules (bisque4, maroon, 

plum2, brown4, tan, brown, light green, black modules) in RSC-PMC groups. These modules 

included ontologies from KRAB domain (transcriptional repressor) signaling, negative regulators of 

tissue development (i.e. BMP4 and HDAC5), epigenetic modifiers, action potential synaptic 

transmission genes, axonal guidance factors, and regulators of microtubule polymerization. When 

comparing RSC-PMC neurons from limb overuse groups with those from stroke alone, there were 

three upregulated modules (thistle, floral white, and white modules) upon limb overuse. GO analysis 

maps many of these genes to CNS development, cell cycle, and neuronal projection morphogenesis. 

One downregulated module (honeydew module) was ontologically related to homophilic cell 

adhesion, which may play a permissive role for axonal sprouting. The significance criterion for 

selecting these gene modules was at a p-value between 1x10-6 and 0.0456, a range consistent with 
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other published WGCNA analyses (Chandran et al., 2016; Saris et al., 2009). 

Finally, we also performed a transcriptome overlap analysis to compare the retrosplenial-

premotor transcriptome to previously published gene expression datasets from various other 

activity-dependent and plasticity paradigms. We asked the question: How is the molecular 

transcriptome of limb training after stroke related to the genetic signature of other learning and 

memory or injury-induced circuits? Principle component analyses reveal that the post-stroke limb 

overuse behavioral paradigm induces genes also implicated in hippocampal learning, environmental 

enrichment, and calmodulin-regulated plasticity (Fig3.7). On the other hand, the RSC-PMC limb 

overuse transcriptome after stroke lies distant from developmental profiles entered into this analysis, 

including developmental expression profiles from visual cortex. These data help relate molecular 

programs after injury to other paradigms of plasticity using unbiased comparisons between entire 

transcriptomes.  

 

3.3 Discussion 

Previous studies in rodents, primates, and humans have demonstrated that premotor cortex 

is often responsible for motor functional recovery after stroke (Cramer et al., 1997; Dancause et al., 

2005; Johansen-Berg et al., 2002; Overman et al., 2012; Seitz et al., 1998). The first phase of this work 

identified that limb overuse after stroke induces a unique connection from retrosplenial cortex to 

premotor cortex. The present RNA-Seq study captures the molecular transcriptome underlying this 

activity-driven premotor circuit. These analyses reveal that limb overuse after stroke induces an 

RSC-PMC circuit that is molecularly distinct from other injury-induced and plasticity paradigms and 

raises significant molecular targets for further investigation.  

In general, RSC neurons connected to PMC were transcriptionally more similar to each 

other than to adjacent RSC neurons not projecting to PMC. Highly significant genes seen in the 
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RSC-PMC connection include activity-dependent genes such as FosB and KCNJ10, and neuronal 

outgrowth genes including RhoB, Sparc, and Egr1. Some of these genes have also been previously 

associated with ischemic injury and nerve regeneration. We interpret this first finding as molecular 

evidence for a specific endogenous premotor repair strategy activated after stroke. Next, a closer 

investigation of the limb overuse group reveals highly novel genes that are differentially regulated 

only in the stroke + limb overuse condition. We believe these genes are responsible for the striking 

and vast enrichment of RSC-PMC connections seen after limb overuse treatment that mimics 

clinical CIMT (Fig2.2).  

 Each of these two categories of differentially regulated genes contributes valuable insight for 

understanding different facets of the underlying biology of the RSC-PMC connection after stroke. If 

the brain initiates an endogenous program for RSC-PMC reorganization after stroke, one possible 

(the favorable and ideal) outcome is that injury alone initiates axonal sprouting, route finding, and 

synapse formation at a functionally useful target in PMC. The alternative is that the endogenous 

response in RSC is in itself not enough for ample or functionally meaningful circuit rewiring, but is 

facilitated by behavioral activity akin to CIMT. Based on several lines of evidence, that 1) 

neuroanatomical mapping and FACS data show the stroke alone condition has substantially fewer 

RSC-PMC connections than the limb overuse condition (Fig2.2) that 2) CNS regeneration is rarely 

unencumbered and relatively inefficient (Abe and Cavalli, 2008; Chandran et al., 2016), and that 3) 

limb overuse improves functional recovery and is linked to premotor input (Livingston-Thomas et al., 

2014; Seitz et al., 1998), the second interpretation favoring CIMT molecular shaping of the RSC-

PMC circuit is much more likely. The relatively few FG+ cells in the stroke group without limb 

overuse may represent neurons that managed to reach PMC in the absence of focused limb overuse 

therapy, though in total comprises a small subset of all possible sprouting neurons.  
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The present analyses find that limb overuse after stroke induces an RSC-PMC circuit that is 

molecularly distinct. A unique set of 160 genes is differentially regulated in the retrosplenial to 

premotor cortex circuit upon post-injury limb overuse (p<0.005, FDR<0.1). Among the most 

significantly upregulated genes are NeuroD1 (11 fold), NGFR (14 fold), EphA10 (5 fold), and 

ZbtB32 (36 fold). NeuroD1 is a transcriptional activator of genes involved in neurogenesis, insulin 

signaling, and associates with the p300/CBP transcriptional co-activator (Kuwabara et al., 2009). 

NGFR mediates cell survival and GLUT4 insulin response (Chaldakov et al., 2009). These two genes, 

both linked to insulin and growth signaling, recall to a previous finding that sprouting neurons after 

stroke are uniquely sensitive to IGF-1 (Li et al., 2010), and may depend on growth factor titration for 

survival. In fact, a rich literature connecting NGF and IGF-1 can be found in the neuroendocrine 

field and may provide overlapping mechanisms to CNS function of the two post-stroke candidate 

genes.  EphA10 is a developmental molecule that cues growth cone avoidance, and whose 

differential regulation seen after limb overuse may guide targeted axonal sprouting (Dickson, 2002). 

Zbtb32 is a novel zinc finger transcription factor that has bipotential activator and repressor 

function of downstream genes. Zbtb32 also represses MHCII function (Yoon et al., 2012), possibly 

drawing a link to neuroimmune mediators of plasticity including MHCI and B2m, which have both 

been shown to play a role in restriction of plasticity in the developing and mature brain (Goddard et 

al., 2007; Shatz, 2009; Syken et al., 2006). Additionally, another compliment pathway protein, C4, has 

also been shown to direct synapse elimination (Sekar et al., 2016), and C4 gain of function is 

positively associated with risk of schizophrenia, a disease pathologically characterized by dramatic 

gray matter and synapse loss (Cannon et al., 2002; Glantz and Lewis, 2000). In the limb overuse 

dataset, C4 binding protein is downregulated, which would result in higher C4 availability and 

perhaps increased synaptic pruning. This may represent a potential mechanism for synapse 

formation and stabilization after axonal sprouting. 
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Other significantly regulated genes include Nat8l, Ube2C, and SOSTDC1. Nat8l is a brain 

specific metabolite that regulates AMPA receptor expression and regulates neuronal outgrowth 

through ATP regulation and microtubule stabilization (Toriumi et al., 2013). Ube2c is a hypoxia-

inducible ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme. Precedent in the field for ubiquitination as a mechanism for 

neuronal outgrowth is seen with molecules like NEDD4 (Drinjakovic et al., 2010). We are also 

interested in control point, second messenger types of molecules because they may help orchestrate 

the complex cascade of events during post-stroke neural repair. SOSTDC1 is a BMP antagonist 

expressed in cortex and hippocampus that regulates BMPs 2,4,6,7 during cell proliferation, 

differentiation, and apoptosis (Clausen et al., 2011; Yanagita, 2005). As a potential TGF-b antagonist, 

this molecule may also regulate astrocyte response after stroke and growth factor pathways during 

neural repair (Bialas and Stevens, 2013; Li et al., 2015b; Rustenhoven et al., 2016). 

 

Timing of RNA-Seq study and its implications 

The RNA-Seq study captures the transcriptomic landscape of a sprouting neuron 4 weeks 

after stroke. This time point was chosen for two key reasons. First, previous studies have shown that 

one month is sufficient for substantial axonal sprouting to occur after stroke (Li et al., 2010; 

Overman et al., 2012). Moreover, since retrograde tracer was introduced to premotor cortex, we 

chose a time point in which sprouting axons could reach premotor cortex in order to be traced. 

Because the RNA-Seq studies are performed at this subacute time point after stroke, the identified 

candidate genes most likely involved in ongoing axonal sprouting, target finding, and synapse 

formation and maintenance. This transcriptomic snapshot will not necessarily capture the foremost 

molecular cues that initiated axonal sprouting upon stroke and limb overuse. In fact, the timing of 

this study is one of the key variables that sets this work apart from previous molecular profiles of 

stroke and sprouting (Li et al., 2010), but this boon also comes along with caveats in interpretation.  
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The most ideal (but technically demanding) approach to mapping time-dependent molecular 

cascades during this process would be to perform serial time course studies to trace the RSC 

projection as it grows toward PMC, and RNA-Seq at each time point. However, this approach 

assumes we can predict the position and trajectory of the growing axon projection, which is difficult 

given our current biological understanding of the process and chronic-imaging technology. Instead, 

we tracer-labeled neurons that successfully reach PMC, molecularly profile them, and then used a 

bioinformatics approach within IPA to generate hypotheses of the key molecules that were activated 

or turned off upstream. IPA’s upstream analysis is based off of prior database and literature 

knowledge of gene-to-gene relationships within molecular pathways (Kramer et al., 2014). The 

differentially regulated genes at 4 weeks after limb overuse were queried for common upstream 

regulators such as transcription factors. We find several fascinating candidates for upstream control. 

The results (Table 3.3) draw attention to several developmental and/or activity-dependent plasticity 

genes that may coordinately regulate several DEGs found through RNA-Seq study of the RSC-PMC 

circuit. One example is the transcription factor Otx2, which is involved in opening and closing of 

plasticity period both in development and adulthood (Beurdeley et al., 2012; Miyata et al., 2012; 

Sugiyama et al., 2008). These upstream regulators will comprise a portion of the focused mechanistic 

studies.  

The current study finds that RSC-PMC cortical reorganization after stroke is in part 

molecularly related to those of other learning and memory paradigms, but is more distant from 

developmental transcriptional profiles. There is a semi-dogmatic statement in the field that “neural 

regeneration recapitulates development.” This belief is grounded in some basic similarities between 

the two processes, such as growth cone pathfinding, but even in early work in the field hinted that 

gene regulation of adult axonal sprouting was unique (Carmichael et al., 2005; Li and Carmichael, 

2006). The present study provides further evidence to support this by comparing various molecular 
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transcriptomes to each other and showing that developmental and injury-induced transcriptomes are 

in fact quite distinct from each other.   

 The first phase of this project suggested that one strategy for neural repair after forelimb 

motor stroke is RSC axonal sprouting to the premotor cortex. The present RNA-Seq study of the 

RSC-PMC connection points towards a molecularly distinct connection that is vastly enhanced upon 

behavioral activity of the stroke-affected limb. We combined IPA network and upstream regulator 

analyses, gene co-expression analyses, and unbiased transcriptome comparisons to complete a deep 

bioinformatics analysis of candidate genes to prioritize for further study. In the next chapter of 

studies, we want to further investigate how candidate genes from both statistical comparisons 

contribute to axonal sprouting and functional rewiring. We hope this line of investigation may lead 

to molecular or pharmacological entry points of a tunable endogenous mechanism of brain repair 

after stroke.  
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3.4. Chapter 3 Figures 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Workflow from cell tracing to RNA-sequencing 
Following retrograde neuroanatomical tracing from PMC (demarked in pink oval with injection site), 
the FG+ neurons (red cell bodies) from RSC are FACS purified for RNA isolation and cDNA 
library construction. Each treatment group undergoes RNA-sequencing and bioinformatics analysis.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 	  
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Figure 3.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 FACS purification of Fluorogold-labeled neurons 
Fluorogold labeled sensorimotor cortical neurons were isolated and sorted using fluorescence 
activated cell sorting (FACS). a) FG+ cells were collected at a total cell yield similar to that of CTB-
Alexa488, a tracer conjugated to a fluorophore commonly used in FACS. Top: FG+ cell collected 
from 2 pooled animals after 3 weeks of FG uptake. Middle: 2 pooled animals after 3 weeks of CTB-
Alexa488 uptake Bottom: FG and Alex 488 gates shown from negative control animals. b) RNA 
integrity from FACS collected cells analyzed with BioAnalyzer 2100. 18S and 28S peaks seen at ~40s 
and 50s RIN=7. 
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Figure 3.3 FACS purification of RSC FG+ and NCAM+ neurons for RNA-Sequencing 
a) FG+ and control NCAM+ groups from retrosplenial cortex were isolated by microdissection and 
sorted by Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) Top row indicates negative control gate, FG+ 
neurons in RSC in stroke and stroke + limb overuse groups b) RSC control neurons were sorted 
from RSC FG- cells (left) labeled with neuronal surface marker NCAM conjugated to APC 
fluorophore. Middle: APC negative control gate and APC+ cell sort for RNA isolation 
  

Figure 3.3. FACS Botox sort 

Negative Ctrl FG+ (PT only) FG+ (PT + limb overuse)
(a)

(b)
Negative Ctrl NCAM gate NCAM+

1

Figure 3.3 	  
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Table 3.1 Samples collected by FACS purification for RNA-Sequencing 
FACS purified cells were collected along into three conditions: FG+ stroke only (n=8) and 
stroke+limb overuse (n=7), and RSC FG- NCAM+ cells (n=7). *denotes samples that were 
excluded from bioinformatics analyses due to outlier status on quality control tests or number of 
uniquely mapped reads. All input material for sequencing samples was quantified and normalized for 
transcript differential expression analyses.

Table 3.1	  
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Figure 3.4 
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Figure 3.4 Top 100 differentially expressed genes ranked across all comparisons  
A ranked clustered display of top differentially regulated genes across FG+ stroke only (green) and 
stroke+limb overuse (blue), and RSC FG- NCAM+ cells (red). A subset of candidates identified as 
activity-induced (purple arrow) for neuronal growth-related (gold arrow) genes. Hierarchical 
clustering across all RNA-Seq samples performed at FDR <0.1.  
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Figure 3.5 
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Figure 3.5 Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) of differentially regulated genes in RSC-PMC 

a) Canonical pathways of differentially regulated gene comparison between stroke vs. stroke + 
botox (160genes, p<0.005). The Ephrin, CREB, and Calcium signaling pathways are of particular 
relevance as they signal toward growth-related and activity-dependent processes associated with limb 
overuse b) Three canonical pathways of interest and the associated genes that were differentially 
regulated c) Left: one of the growth-related pathways includes nerve growth factor (NGF) signaling, 
which acts upstream of neuronal outgrowth and other cell-cycle promoting genes Right: Ephrin 
signaling, another canonical pathway associated with limb overuse, occurs through tyrosine kinase 
bidirectional signaling. Interaction of ligand and receptor can lead to a variety of pre-and post-
synaptic changes in growth and plasticity.  
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Table 3.3 Upstream analysis of genes differentially regulated by limb overuse  

 

 

Table 3.3 	  
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p-values for gene module inclusion: 5x10-6 - 0.0456 

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6 	  
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Figure 3.6 WGCNA gene modules 

a) Gene modules were generated across samples from the three conditions: Ctrl RSC neuron, FG+ 
cells from stroke and stroke + limb overuse group. Each module represents coordinated gene 
expression along condition lines. 11 modules, turquoise, purple, yellow, bisque4, maroon, plum2, 
brown4, tan, brown, light green, and black were significantly differentially regulated between RSC 
FG+ neurons versus RSC NCAM+ neurons. When comparing RSC-PMC neurons from limb 
overuse groups with those from stroke alone, four additional modules were significant: thistle, floral 
white, and white. Module p-values were between 1x10-6 and 0.0456. b) Example modules brown and 
honeydew1 are shown by individual replicates (Blue text IDs= RSC NCAM+ samples; Red text 
IDs= RSC FG+ neurons from stroke only; Black text ID= RSC FG+ neurons from stroke+limb 
overuse. In the brown module, RSC FG+ neurons from stroke and stroke+limb overuse groups 
significantly upregulated genes within this module when compared to the control NCAM+ neurons. 
In contrast, honeydew 1 is a module in which the stroke only group upregulated module genes 
relative to the other two conditions, though this comparison did not reach statistical significance and 
was not further considered.  
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Figure 3.7 Transcriptome overlay analysis  
Transcriptomes representing different activity-dependent, injury-related, and developmental states 
were compared against genes differentially regulated by limb overuse after stroke. The upper left 
corner indicates a statistical clustering of three other gene sets with genes from the post-stroke limb 
overuse RSC-PMC connection. These include a hippocampal learning task, calcium calmodulin 
transcription, and environmental enrichment. Full descriptions of the various plasticity paradigms 
are found in Table 3.4  
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Table 3.4  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.4 Expression profile sources used for transcriptome overlap analyses 
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3.5 Methods 

FACS 

Tissue and cell preparation:  

Male C57BL/6 mice age 4 months were anesthetized with isoflurane, decapitated, and 

cortical tissue removed from underlying white matter over ice. Neuroanatomical retrosplenial cortex 

(RSC) microdissection was guided by cortical flat maps and performed using a #11 surgical scalpel 

and tissue punch to remove the posteromedial 8mm3 of tissue from the ipsilesional hemisphere. 

Cortical tissue was enzymatically digested and triturated based on a published protocol (Brewer and 

Torricelli, 2007). Briefly, cortical tissue was equilibrated for 8 minutes and digested for 30 min at 

30°C and 190 rpm in 6mL papain solution (12mg/mL). Complete Hibernate buffer (BrainBits) was 

used to maintain neural metabolites and pH during tissue dissection and digestion. Glutamate 

antagonists kynurenic acid and AP5 were added to minimize excitotoxicity, as previously described 

in (Ozdinler and Macklis, 2006). Tissue was triturated into 6mL suspension and loaded onto density 

gradient column (4mL of 12.4% OptiPrep in Hibernate), and centrifuged for 15min at 900g at 22°C. 

The bottom 5 mL was collected and washed 2x at 400g for 5 min each before antibody staining. 

Two cortices were pooled for each FACS sample. 44 animals were coupled for a total of 22 samples 

across the 3 experimental groups for FACS analysis: 1) Stroke only FG+ (n=8) 2) Stroke+limb 

overuse FG+ (n=7) and 3) FG- NCAM+ RSC neurons (n=7).  

 

Cell sorting and RNA extraction: 

Prior to flow cytometry, cell suspensions for group 3 animals were immunostained for 

neuronal surface marker NCAM (Mouse; NCAM-1/CD56 Allophycocyanin MAb, 10uL 

antibody/106 cells, FAB7820A R&D Systems,) for 20 min at 25°C, and washed twice with HABG. 

Samples were maintained on ice during FACS isolation. APC sort gates were set using positive and 
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negative controls prior to neuron sorting. Neurons were collected via FACS (FACsARIA, Becton 

Dickinson, UCLA FACS Core) directly into 400uL lysis buffer for RNA isolation. Total RNA was 

extracted using RNA-Microprep kit (Zymo-Research) and eluted into 7uL ddH2O. RNA-quality was 

verified (RIN>7) on an Agilent Bioanalyzer. RNA libraries were prepared using a NuGen Ovation 

Ultra Low Mass kit for paired-end 2x50 RNA-sequencing (HiSeq2000, UCLA UNGC core). 

RNA-Seq and Bioinformatics of other neuronal transcriptomes 

Total RNA was purified (Quick RNA Microprep, Zymo Research, Irvine, CA) from 22 

samples of FACS-isolated cells from the following conditions: RSC FG+ cells from stroke+limb 

overuse (n=7), RSC FG+ cells from stroke only (n=8) and RSC FG- NCAM+ cells (n=7). Each 

sample consisted of two pooled cortices from the same condition. An RNA Integrity Number (RIN) 

reading of >7 ensured high quality input RNA (Agilent, Santa Rosa, CA). Total RNA was amplified 

and converted into double-stranded DNA, which is typically between 200 and 300 bp (Ovation 

RNA-Seq System v2, Nugen, San Carlos, CA) that was then processed with the Ovation UltraLow 

kit (NuGen). RNA libraries were prepared using a NuGen Ovation Ultra Low Mass kit for paired-

end 2x50 RNA-sequencing (HiSeq2000, UCLA ICNN core).  After cDNA library preparation 

(Encore NGS Library System I, NuGen), amplified double-stranded cDNA was fragmented into 

300 bp (Covaris-S2, Woburn, MA). DNA fragments (200 ng) were end-repaired to generate blunt 

ends with 59 phosphatase and 39 hydroxyls and adapters ligated. The purified cDNA library 

products were evaluated using the Agilent Bioanalyzer (Santa Rosa, CA) and diluted to 10 nM for 

cluster generation in situ on the HiSeq paired-end flow cell using the CBot automated cluster 

generation system.  

 All libraries were sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencer across 8 lanes of 50 bp-

paired-end sequencing, corresponding to 3 samples per HiSeq 2000 lane. After demultiplexing, we 
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obtained between 52 and 75 million reads per sample. Quality control was performed on base 

qualities and nucleotide composition of sequences. Alignment to the M. musculus (mm9) refSeq 

(refFlat) reference gene annotation was performed using the STAR spliced read aligner with default 

parameters. Additional QC was performed after the alignment to examine: the level of mismatch 

rate, mapping rate to the whole genome, repeats, chromosomes, and key transcriptomic regions 

(exons, introns, UTRs, genes). Four samples (NCAM1, PT8, NCAM2, PT3) did not meet threshold 

for quality and were excluded from downstream analysis. Total counts of read-fragments aligned to 

candidate gene regions were derived using HTSeq program 

(www.huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/overview.html) and used as a basis for the 

quantification of gene expression. Only uniquely mapped reads were used for subsequent analyses. 

Across the samples >25% of the annotated genes have been detected by at least 50 reads. Following 

alignment and read quantification, we performed quality control using a variety of indices, including 

sample clustering, consistency of replicates, and average gene coverage.  

Differential expression analysis was performed using the EdgeR Bioconductor package 

(Robinson et al., ‘10), and differentially expressed genes were selected based on False Discovery Rate 

(FDR Benjamini Hochberg-adjusted p values) estimated at ≤ 0.1 (or 10% FDR). 5 pooled samples 

each from PT and NCAM, and 8 samples PTBtx were compared for all downstream statistical 

analyses. Clustering and overlap analyses were performed using Bioconductor packages within the 

statistical environment R (www.r-project.org/).   

Genes that were differentially expressed false discovery rate (FDR) < 10% were submitted 

to Cluster 3.0 for hierarchical clustering analysis (Euclidian distance, centroid linkage clustering) and 

visualized using Java TreeView. Differentially expressed genes were further analyzed by molecular 

pathway analysis and canonical signaling systems (IPA, Redwood City, CA). Briefly, for IPA analyses 

the genes regulated in each specific category, filtered to only include genes ≤10% FDR, where 
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compared to all genes known to be involved in a given molecular pathway or canonical signaling 

system in a large curated database of molecular interactions. Fisher’s exact p value was calculated by 

IPA to determine a statistically different relationship of a data set in the NCAM and stroke+/-limb 

overuse cortical transcriptomes to chance representation of these genes. For the upstream analysis 

there are 4 values that go into the Fisher's exact p-value calculation with Benjamini Hochberg 

correction for multiple comparisons.  

For genome-wide association testing in transcriptome overlay studies, individual data 

from .cell, SRA or Excel files was obtained for each experiment (Table 3.4).  The gene symbol was 

located for each probe and average expression computed for duplicated genes. The data was 

combined with RNA-Seq data from this study and variance stabilization transformation 

normalization performed.  

Weighted Gene Co-express ion Network Analys is 

Gene co-expression analyses were performed using the R package WGCNA (Langfelder and 

Horvath, 2008) to construct coordinated gene expression networks, as previously described 

(Oldham et al., 2006; Zhang and Horvath, 2005). Modules were identified based on coordinated 

changes in expression of genes across the three conditions: FG+ cells from stroke only and 

stroke+limb overuse, as well as NCAM+ RSC neurons. As previously described, modules and 

connectivity networks were created by using scale-free topology criterion (Zhang and Horvath, 

2005). To identify hub genes and modules shared across independent conditions and datasets, 

consensus network analysis was applied (Langfelder and Horvath, 2007). GO and pathway 

enrichment analysis was performed using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated 

Discovery (DAVID) platform (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/). All network plots were constructed 

using the Cytoscape software (Saito et al., 2012).  
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CHAPTER 4. 

 

CRISPR/CAS9 IN-VITRO SCREENING OF CANDIDATE GENES 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 The next arm of studies sought to validate candidate genes and functionally characterize the 

gene systems identified through RNA-Seq of the retrosplenial-premotor cortical neurons. Candidate 

gene exploration and mechanistic studies were planned to occur in two phases: first an in-vitro 

phenotype screen of 10-15 candidates, and then 2-3 candidates will be taken in-vivo in a second 

phase. The present study describes the first phase of this work, as in-vivo investigations are ongoing. 

To prioritize and screen top RNA-Seq gene candidates for potential roles in neurite outgrowth, we 

engineered a CRISPR/cas9 platform to generate a medium throughput knockout screen in primary 

neurons. Cas9 is a powerful tool at the forefront of the genome-editing field, and importantly, may 

facilitate multiplexed gene manipulations. This is a critical technical advantage in the field because it 

is becoming increasingly clear that a single gene effect can only account for a limited facet of the 

complex process of post-stroke brain repair. 

 CRISPR/cas9 is a uniquely tractable RNA-guided DNA editing technique. Cas9 is a DNA 

nuclease derived from the bacterial immune system and only recently appropriated for eukaryotic 

genome editing (Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). The term “CRISPR” or clustered regularly 

interspersed palindromic repeats, emerged as a descriptive reference to patterned prokaryotic DNA 

sequences originally discovered by bacteriologists in the 1980s (Ishino et al., 1987). As it turned out, 

these bacterial CRISPR sequences matched pieces of viral genome sequences introduced from 

previous infections, and essentially serve as a memory of the infection. A CRISPR associated 

nuclease, later named “cas,” is a nuclease that cuts recognizable viral DNA upon a repeat infection, 
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and thus provides immune defense for the host bacteria. Surprisingly, the prokaryotic cas nuclease 

could be functionally expressed in eukaryotic models, thereby forging a new method of genome 

editing in eukaryotic and mammalian systems (Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). In the last three 

years, the CRISPR/cas revolution has taken biological research by storm and thousands of unique 

studies continue to be published, with applications ranging from advances in plant biology to cas9 

directed gene therapy (Doudna and Charpentier, 2014; Nelson et al., 2016; Tabebordbar et al., 2016). 

The story of solving the CRISPR/cas9 mechanism in yogurt bacteria is one great example of how 

basic science research can ignite new fields of inquiry, tool development, and translational 

applications.  

In mammalian cells, one can design a short 20-22 bp guide RNA (gRNA) that is 

complementary to a gene targeted for mutation. The gRNA directs cas-9 to the targeted gene of 

interest, where it creates a DNA double-strand break and triggers cellular repair. Mutation 

generation occurs when either of two endogenous mechanisms of DNA repair is initiated: 

nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology directed repair (HDR) (Hsu et al., 2014; Ran et al., 

2013). NHEJ creates random insertions and deletions, usually of 1-8 bp, at the targeted genomic 

region, and gene knockout is produced upon translation of a premature stop codon. HDR can be 

used to insert specific mutations at a given genomic site (further reviewed in Hsu et al., 2014; Ran et 

al., 2013). For the present in-vitro candidate screen, we design gRNAs targeted against 15 top 

candidate genes and confirm NHEJ directed gene knockout for a loss-of-function screen. 

 

4.2 Results 

Fluidigm qPCR validation of gene targets 

After collating data from the bioinformatics analyses, a list of top candidate genes was used 

for multiplexed gene expression qPCR validation. The samples were collected from an independent 
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cohort of animals generated (n=6 animals per group) to represent each RNA-Seq group: stroke only, 

stroke+limb overuse, and RSC control neurons. Initially, a group of 40 genes were picked after 

statistical cutoffs (FDR <0.1, p<0.005) based on direction and degree of fold change (>+4x), 

network connectedness, IPA upstream regulation, and WGCNA/transcriptome overlay analyses. 

This list (Table 4.1) included genes that had previously been implicated in activity-dependent 

plasticity (i.e. MEF2c, CaMKIg), neuronal growth (i.e. EphA10, RhoB), development (i.e. NeuroD1, 

Zbtb32), and ones that were more biologically novel in this context (ie. SOSTDC1, NMBR).  The 

amount of input RNA for FG+ cells from RSC was low, on the order of pg/uL. We were able to 

validate 10 of 13 of the targets from the RSC FG+ vs. NCAM+ groups but several of the 

stroke+limb overuse samples were lacking ample signal or reported a missed calls. The following 

targets were validated: RhoB, KCNJ10, Sparc, FosB, Ssh(3), Zfpl1, Dpysl2, B2m, Jun, Ssh2(2) (Fig 

4.1). However, due to a lack of sensitivity from the stroke + limb overuse samples, we ultimately 

decided not to exclude these negative calls from the next phase of validation studies in the axonal 

sprouting screen.  

 

Generation and validation of CRISPR/cas9 constructs for in-vitro screen 

To assemble a tractable group of genes for CRISPR/cas9 gRNA design and phenotype 

screening, the initial list of 40 candidate genes used in qPCR validation was further narrowed down 

to 15 genes. Selection was based on degree of fold change, overlap with WGCNA/transcriptome 

PCA studies, hypothesized upstream regulator effects, and biological novelty. Candidates were 

chosen from both statistical comparisons: FG+ versus NCAM+ cells, as well as RSC FG+ cells 

from stroke and stroke + limb overuse. The candidates in Table 4.2 were used for CRISPR gRNA 

generation. For each target gene, I designed two gRNAs, performed mutation testing, and packaged 

targeting gRNAs into CRISPR lentiviruses for the axonal outgrowth screen. gRNAs were typically 
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designed to target the first coding exon of the candidate gene. Guides were then cloned into the 

LentiCRISPRV2 DNA backbone (gift from Feng Zhang) and sequence verified for insertion. In 

order to confirm that the gRNA and cas9 were in fact targeting and working, a mutation detection 

assay was performed using the SURVEYOR Cel-I nuclease assay (Fig4.3a). In a mixture of mutated 

and control DNA, Cel-I nuclease is able to detect DNA mismatches and cleave double stranded 

DNA at the site of mutation. One can then detect cleaved products on a gel. A representative 

SURVEYOR assay is shown in Fig 4.3b; gRNA targets cas9 to MEF2C, a candidate gene, whereby 

the cas9 cleavage generates insertions and deletions (indels) that lead to Cel-I recognition and 

confirmatory mutation detection.  

 

CRISPR/cas9 lentiviral packaging and validation 

Primary neurons are not amenable to chemical transfection (Ding and Kilpatrick, 2013; 

Geraerts et al., 2006). Therefore, we packaged the tested cas9 constructs with integrated gRNAs into 

lentivirus, a gene delivery vehicle that we and others have used to transduce neurons at a high 

efficiency. We used LentiCRISPRV2 (Fig 4.4a), a lenti-ready DNA backbone with Spcas9 and U6 

promoter driving gRNA (Sanjana et al., 2014). LentiCRISPRV2 does not have a fluorescent reporter, 

so packaging was always done alongside a lentivirus CMV-GFP for transfection control. In order to 

confirm LentiCRISPRV2 particles were functional, all collected virus samples were tested by 

HEK293 transduction and subsequent cas9 and target gene antibody staining (Figure 4.4b). CMV-

EGFP lentivirus packaged in parallel was also used as transduction controls to help verify positive 

viral packaging for all batches of lentivirus synthesis. qPCR was also performed to confirm 

transcriptional decrease for targeted genes. 

 

In-vitro neuronal outgrowth phenotype screen 
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After the panel of gRNAs were generated and packaged into lentivirus, we ran the primary 

neuronal outgrowth phenotype screen using an ImageXpress system (Molecular Devices). This 

platform allows for automated multi-field image acquisition and systematic neurite outgrowth 

quantification Neurite outgrowth was measured in primary cortical mouse neurons across all 

conditions. Tau, MAP2, and NeuN were used to immunostain axons, dendrites, and neuronal cell 

bodies, respectively. (Figure 4.5). Average neurite outgrowth was normalized to number of neurons 

per imaging field.  

The CRISPR screen resulted in 8 candidate genes that significantly alters neurite outgrowth 

after knockout in primary cortical neurons. 4 genes were identified by quantification of the Tau 

axonal marker. These genes were: YY1 (p=0.0329), WAP (p=0.003), NeuroG3 (p=0.0002), Otx2 

(p=0.0469), Otx2 gRNA #2 (p=0.0077). From MAP2 dendrite analyses, each of these genes was 

revalidated with increased significance: YY1 (p=0.0012), WAP (p=0.0312), NeuroG3 (p<0.0001), 

Otx2 (p=0.0001). Additionally, 4 more significant genes were discovered: NGFR (p=0.0206), 

EphA10 (p=0.0002), SOSTDC1 (p<0.0001), and Zbtb32 (p<0.0001), totaling to 8 genes for 

prioritized follow-up study. 6 of the 8 genes increased neurite (axonal or dendritic) sprouting after 

knockout: YY1, WAP, EphA10, SOSTDC1, Otx2, and Zbtb32. On the other hand, knockout of 

NeuroG3 or NGFR resulted in decreased neuronal outgrowth. Interestingly, 3 of the 8 significant 

genes were transcription factors generated through the upstream regulator analyses (Table 3.3). 

Candidate genes significant in both Tau and MAP2 analyses always affected outgrowth in the same 

direction. That is, a gene that significantly increased axonal outgrowth would never simultaneously 

decrease dendritic length. The three upstream regulators tested, YY1, Otx2 and NeuroG3 were 

validated using both Tau and MAP2 markers in the screen.  
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4.3 Discussion 

After validation of a subset of candidate genes using Fluidigm qPCR, we decided to 

approach a smaller curated list of candidate genes in a phenotype screen for neurite outgrowth. Here, 

we generated CRISPR/cas9 tools for neuronal application in-vitro and performed a medium 

throughput loss-of-function phenotype screen for neurite outgrowth using 15 candidates. Since we 

were most interested in axonal sprouting, we focused selection of candidate genes whose knockout 

would potentially improve neuronal outgrowth. One interesting trend from the RNA-Seq analyses 

was that many more candidate genes were downregulated than upregulated in the sprouting RSC-

PMC circuit (Table 3.2). Therefore, we chose to pursue a loss-of-function screen first and did not 

initially include gain-of-function studies for upregulated sprouting candidates. These studies are now 

ongoing.  

The data from the CRISPR/cas9 screen confirmed 8 candidate genes that significantly alter 

axonal sprouting after knockout in primary cortical neurons. We had chosen the gRNA list mostly 

for candidates whose knockout we hypothesized (from the RNA-Seq data) would increase axonal 

sprouting, as this is the phenotype we want to enhance. Therefore, it was encouraging to see that 6 

of the 8 significant genes increased axonal sprouting after knockout by cas9. These were YY1, WAP, 

EphA10, SOSTDC1, Otx2, and Zbtb32. YY1 was an upstream regulator that differentially activated 

and repressed various candidates identified by RNA-Seq of the RSC-PMC connection (Table 3.3). 

WAP was one of the most downregulated genes in sprouting neurons from RSC-PMC; it was 

essentially turned off in sprouting cells (Table 3.2). WAP is a protein that has not been studied in 

CNS injury, but is expressed in the cortex (Wen et al., 1995), inhibits cell cycle (Ikeda et al., 2004), 

and regulated by the extracellular matrix through TGF-alpha suppression (Lin et al., 1995). These are 

all potentially favorable mechanisms for the sprouting axon. A WAP protein homolog regulates 

immune response to injury (Karlstetter et al., 2010), and may link to some of the other neuroimmune 
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molecules differentially regulated in the RSC-PMC. EphA10 is a molecule known for its growth 

cone chemorepellant roles in neurodevelopment (Dickson, 2002; Sperry, 1963). The current in-vitro 

screen data demonstrate that cas9 knockout of EphA10 promotes neurite sprouting, a result that is 

consistent with previous findings in the literature (Overman et al., 2012). SOSTDC1, a BMP 

antagonist, has developmental roles (Cho et al., 2011) but is novel to CNS injury. Otx2, one of the 

upstream regulators screened, has an incredibly fascinating and complex biology. Briefly, during 

development the protein is transported across synapses from the retina to the visual cortex upon 

sensory experience, where it regulates the critical period by association with parvalbumin neurons 

(Sugiyama et al., 2008). Otx2 binds to peri-neuronal nets and stabilizes circuits in the adult brain; 

conversely, loss of Otx2 can reestablish ocular dominance plasticity in the adult (Beurdeley et al., 

2012). Since Otx2 inhibits plasticity by closing the critical period, its knockout-induced axonal 

sprouting is also consistent with our hypotheses from the study’s outset. Since Otx2 is associated 

with activity-dependent induction during development, it is an especially interesting candidate for us 

during behavioral overuse after injury. Zbtb32 is a novel zinc finger transcription factor that has 

bipotential activator and repressor functions, and was significantly downregulated in sprouting RSC 

cells. Although Zbtb32 has not been studied much in the adult brain, Zbtb20 is a related 

transcription factor that is frequently co-expressed with Zbtb32, that has been shown to repress 

many plasticity and growth-related genes in the hippocampus during developmental specification 

from retrosplenial cortex and subiculum (Nielsen et al., 2014).  

Additionally, knockout of two genes, NGFR and NeuroG3, decreased axonal sprouting. 

Nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR) regulates nerve trophic support through BDNF and insulin 

signaling, (Chaldakov et al., 2009), so this loss-of-function result is consistent with its known 

biological roles.  NeuroG3 is a transcription factor that is involved in neurogenesis (Ma et al., 2009) 

and dendritic development in hippocampal neurons (Simon-Areces et al., 2011). It entered the screen 
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as an upstream regulator candidate gene that induces NeuroD1, a proneural gene associated with 

NGF and insulin signaling in neuronal growth (Sharma et al., 1999). It is worth noting that 3 of the 4 

upstream candidate genes tested significantly altered neuronal outgrowth in this screen. This result is 

promising because these genes are transcriptional regulators that we can potentially manipulate early 

in the recovery period.  

We use CRISPR/cas 9 for candidate gene screening because of several advantages over 

siRNA or shRNA for our studies. First, cas9 editing of candidate genes allows for knockout (instead 

of knockdown) screening. While such an approach would not be appropriate for all applications, 

creating gene knockouts works well in this screening platform because we wanted to mimic highly 

differentially regulated genes after stroke, some of which are switched on or off after stroke based 

on the RNA-Seq data and screen for large effect sizes on neuronal outgrowth. Second, RNA can be 

fickle to downregulate, while editing at the genome level is reliable and indelible after cas9 takes 

effect. This helps ensure we efficiently generate loss-of-function in screened candidates. Additionally, 

the long-lasting time course of gene editing is advantageous for in-vivo experiments planned after 

the screen. We want to produce the same genetic manipulations after stroke, during a period of 

axonal sprouting that can last 3-4 weeks in the mouse (Carmichael et al., 2005) and months in 

primates (Dancause et al., 2005). This overcomes traditional short-term efficacy of siRNA. 

Furthermore, CRISPR/cas9 is a technique with high tractability, requiring only 20bp gRNAs for 

target design. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, gRNAs can be multiplexed for simultaneous 

targeting of multiple candidates (Cheng et al., 2013; Cong et al., 2013). Because targets are a mere 

20bp, multiple guides could also be packaged into viral vectors for generating mutations in hard to 

transfect cells such as neurons, and these studies are planned for upcoming experiments. Neuronal 

sprouting after stroke is a complex biological process that is ultimately dependent on coordinated 

arrays of plasticity and injury-related molecules (Overman and Carmichael, 2014). Technologies are 
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beginning to emerge in which various forms of cas9 and gRNA combinations can simultaneously 

facilitate knockout, activation, and repression to different targets all in one cell (Dahlman et al., 2015; 

Gilbert et al., 2014).  

Advantages and limitations of the in-vitro screen  

The in-vitro screen utilized in these studies was designed to measure neuronal outgrowth as 

the central phenotypic outcome. Since limb overuse enhanced the sprouting of retrosplenial cells to 

premotor cortex, we hypothesized that a subset of the differentially regulated genes must be 

essential to neuronal outgrowth after injury. The advantage of using a phenotypic screen over qPCR 

validation is that it provides a mechanistic readout for each candidate gene modification, rather than 

only relative transcript expression levels. However, the disadvantage is that this one screen may 

overlook candidate genes important to RSC-PMC cortical reorganization that affect processes other 

than physical neuronal outgrowth. For example, genes that alter neuronal excitability or other 

mechanisms of functional plasticity may be induced by limb overuse but do not directly lead to 

axonal outgrowth. Genes involved in synaptic pathfinding, synaptogenesis, and synapse maintenance 

are likely just as important to functional recovery. In fact, genes of this sort are expected to appear 

on the differentially regulated gene list from this 4-week time point after stroke, since axonal 

sprouting has been ongoing and others have reported functional recovery at this time point 

(Overman et al., 2012; Wahl et al., 2014). However, we focus candidate selection to genes that 

promote axonal sprouting for two key reasons. First, neuronal outgrowth is a relatively easily 

quantifiable phenotype that we could scale up into a screen. Second, neuronal outgrowth must at 

least be initiated or ongoing before synaptogenesis and other downstream processes come into play, 

and has traditionally been the bottleneck in CNS repair after injury (Abe and Cavalli, 2008; 

Chandran et al., 2016). Thus we want to identify molecules that facilitate sprouting. Additionally, we 

surmised that several of the upstream regulators may drive neuronal outgrowth, since they are 
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activated earlier than 4 weeks and map to a period of robust axonal sprouting seen in other studies 

(Carmichael et al., 2005). Nonetheless, this discussion does reemphasize the multitude of 

mechanisms in the post-stroke brain that must all work in concert (and sequentially) to promote 

recovery after injury. 
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4.4 Figures 

Table 4.1  

 

 

 

Table 4.1 Candidate genes for Fluidigm qPCR validation 
Candidate genes are in aqua; housekeeping genes in grey  
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Figure 4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Fluidigm qPCR candidate gene validation  
Fold change mapped for RSC FG+ neurons from stroke groups (PT) and stroke+limb overuse 
(PTBtx) relative to NCAM+ controls. 2 of 9 validates genes (KCNJ10 and Dpysl2) from this 
comparison were downregulated in FG+ neurons, and the rest (RhoB, Sparc, FosB, ZfpL1, B2m, 
Jun, Ssh2) were upregulated.  
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Figure 4.2 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 CRISPR/cas9 gRNA and lentivirus workflow  
1) Guide-RNA (20-22bp) is designed against candidate genes and inserted into the LentiCRISPRV2 
backbone, which contains SpCas9 for gRNA-directed. 2) Once gRNA insertions are sequenced and 
verified, the construct is tested in cell line for mutation generation using a Cel-I nuclease assay. This 
platform is able to recognize mutations and cleaves. 3) Constructs that pass mutation detection are 
packaged into functional lentiviral particles and 4) delivered to primary mouse cortical neurons for 
gene knockout screening of neuronal outgrowth 
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sgRNA

EFSLentiCRISPRv2 SpCas9
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RPE Puro WPRE
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1. Design gRNA for target gene insert into LentiCRISPRV2 vector

2. Confirm gRNA sequence and perform mutation detection

3. Package verified constructs into Lentivirus 

4. Transduce cells of interest (primary cortical neurons) for knockout study

Adapted from Zhang, et al. 
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Figure 4.2 CRISPR gRNA and lentivirus workflow 
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Table 4.2 
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Figure 4.3 
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Figure 4.3 Mutation detection using Cel-I nuclease: mechanism and DNA gel visualization 
a) Unmutated reference DNA and cas-9 treated mutated DNA are mixed, heated, and reannealed 
such that individual single strands can bind to each other. Reannealed DNA heteroduplexes that 
contain one strand from reference DNA and one strand from mutated DNA will result in a physical 
kink. Cel-I nuclease recognizes this atypical structure and cleaves at the site of mutation. The 
resulting cleavage products are analyzed by gel electrophoresis. b) MEF2c candidate gene targeted 
by cas-9 confirms presence of mutations. After PCR amplification of a 585bp amplicon containing 
the gRNA directed site, the SURVEYOR assay was run as shown in first panel. Lanes 2,3,4 are three 
different samples transfected with LentiCRISPRV2 with gRNA directed toward MEF2c. The last 
lane is unmutated control DNA. As expected, the DNA with cas-9 generated mutations is Cel-
cleaved and results in the cleavage of 585bp into 471bp and 114bp products. In contrast, unmutated 
DNA is not cleaved and runs as a single band at 585bp.  
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Figure 4.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 LentiCRISPRV2 transduction and cas9 expression  
a) LentiCRISPRV2 construct for gRNA integration. Cas9 is driven by EFS (truncated Elongation 
Factor alpha) promoter, and gRNA is driven by ubiquitous U6 RNA polymerase promoter. b) 
HEK293 transduced by packaged lentivirus for 5 days indicates positive cas9 expression from viral 
infection. Representative images from two candidate gene targets: MEF2c (left) and YY1 (right) 
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Figure 4.5 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Immunostaining of DIV6 primary cortical neurons and ImageXpress generated 
neurite overlay 

a) Left: 20X confocal images of immunostained plates for screening. NeuN labels neuronal nuclei, 
Map2 dendrites and Tau axons Right: 40X magnification shows distinct neurite staining by Tau and 
Map2 b) ImageXpress confocal images are run though an optimized neurite tracing analysis function 
and a representative neurite overlay is shown in green. The automated tracing is of high fidelity for 
both Map2 and Tau immunostains.   
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Table 4.3 

 

Table 4.3 Neurite outgrowth candidate screen: Tau label for axons 

 

 

Table 4.4 

 

Table 4.4 Neurite outgrowth candidate screen: MAP2 label for dendrites  
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4.5 Methods 

Fluidigm qPCR 

Independent cohorts of animals were generated for FACS isolation of RSC FG+ cells from 

stroke only and stroke+limb overuse groups, and RSC NCAM+ control cells. After FACS 

purification of the cell populations of interest, cDNA was generated for the Fluidigm qPCR studies. 

Validated qPCR primers were selected from PrimerBank 

(https://pga.mgh.harvard.edu/primerbank/) for all 40 candidate genes and 3 housekeeping genes. 

In addition to GAPDH, two additional housekeeping genes sdha and ywhaz were chosen as 

previous studies indicated their robustness in the setting of ischemia (Gubern et al., 2009). Ta for all 

primers was 55°C. A 48x48 microfluidic chamber was used to run 12 samples by 40 gene targets. 

Since input cDNA is low, Fluidigm uses a 14-cycle pooled-target preamplification step to increase 

target concentration prior to chip run (Citri et al., 2012). This step is particularly necessary for targets 

with fewer than 1000 copies/uL of sample, as our samples likely fell into this range (RNA input was 

on the order of hundreds of pg/uL). 5uL samples were run on the 48x48 chip run using 35X PCR 

cycle with 10min hotstart. Transcript fold change was calculated using 2^[Ct(Sdha housekeeping 

gene)-Ct(target)].  

	  

CRISPR/cas9 guide-RNA design: 

LentiCRISPRV2 CRISPR/cas9 constructs previously developed for viral application (gift 

from Feng Zhang, (Sanjana et al., 2014; Shalem et al., 2014)) were used for in-vitro axonal sprouting 

assay. Guide RNAs 20-22bps were designed using CHOPCHOP 

(https://chopchop.rc.fas.harvard.edu/) and Benchling (https://benchling.com/editor). Specific 

gRNA selection was prioritized by high sensitivity and specificity.  Two gRNAs were designed for 
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each candidate gene, and SURVEYOR assays (IDT) were performed for mutation detection. qPCR 

to confirm transcript knockdown was also performed to ensure efficiency of the cas9 platform.  

 

Lentivirus packaging: 

LentiCRISPRV2 with respective gRNA inserts were cotransfected with PAX2 

(AddGene12260) and pVSVg (AddGene 8454) packaging plasmids into HEK 293FT cells 

(Invitrogen) via calcium phosphate transfection. Since LentiCRISPRV2 does not itself have a 

fluorescent reporter, a positive control plasmid was used for transfection confirmation and viral 

production (CMV-EGFP AddGene 19319). Virus was collected over 48 hours, PEG precipitated, 

and functionally titered at 108-109 viral particles /mL. Lentivirus transduction was confirmed for 

CRISPR viruses by infecting Hek293 cells in 24 well format and immunostaining for cas9 (Mouse, 

Cell Signaling, 1:250). 

 

In-vitro neuronal outgrown screen: 

Primary mouse cortical neurons were prepared from P3 C57/BL6 mice. Briefly, mouse pups 

were euthanized on ice and a midline incision of the scalp and underlying translucent skull revealed 

the brain for removal. Under a dissecting microscope, meninges were carefully removed, cortices 

shelled off from underlying white matter, and detached from hippocampal formation. The 

sensorimotor cortex was isolated, quartered, and collected in 4 oC HBSS (calcium and magnesium 

free). After dissections, cortical tissue chunks were transferred to a dissociation solution of 

preheated 37 oC HBSS + 0.2%w/v papain solution (Worthington Biochemical), and digested for 12 

min with occasional tube inversion. DNase I and FBS were added after the dissociation to detach 

tissue chunks and stop the papain reaction, respectively. The resulting cell suspension was passed 

through a 70um cell strainer and counted. Cells were plated into NbActiv medium (BrainBits, USA) 
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at 30K/well in a 96well plate (Ibidi, Germany) coated with poly-d-lysine (Sigma, USA). All 

conditions were tested in double or triple replicates.  

24 hours after seeding at DIV1, CRISPR/cas9 lentivirus was used to transduce cells at an 

MOI of 8-20. On DIV5, cells were fixed in 2% PFA and immunostained using Tau (Millipore, 

Mouse, 1:1000), MAP2 (Abcam, Chicken, 1:1000), and NeuN (Abcam, Rabbit, 1:1000). Tau labels 

axonal processes, MAP2 dendrites, and NeuN neuronal cell bodies. Donkey secondary antibodies 

(JacksonImmuno, PA) against Mouse (cy3), Chicken (cy5), and NeuN (cy2) were used at 1:400 for 

fluorescent conjugation.  After the last wash, cells were left in cold PBS for in-well imaging on the 

ImageXpress confocal microscope (Molecular Devices, UCLA Molecular Shared Screening 

Resource).  

 

ImageXpress confocal image acquisition and MetaExpress data analysis:  

Systematic image acquisition parameters were set for automation of plate imaging on the 

ImageXpress platform. 16 images were taken from each well at 20X for unbiased sampling across all 

conditions. Cy2, cy3, and cy5 channels were used on the confocal for acquiring NeuN, Tau, and 

MAP2 signals, respectively. All raw .tif image files were saved onto the core server from which 

downstream MetaExpress analyses were performed. MetaExpress software was used for 

quantification of total neuronal outgrowth, cell number, and average neuronal outgrowth (a division 

of the two parameters). Neurite tracing was optimized by converting color images to 8bit files and 

configuring cell body size, neurite signal intensity to background ratios, and maximum neurite 

thickness. Tracing overlays were visually confirmed to be high fidelity coverage of the original 

fluorescent image. Total quantitative metrics were exported to excel and differences among multiple 

means were assessed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer’s post hoc tests using 
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GraphPad Prism version 6 (GraphPad Software). Significance was corrected for by using 

Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons p-values.  
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CHAPTER 5. 

GDF10 IS A MOLECULAR SIGNAL FOR POST-STROKE AXONAL SPROUTING 
AND IMPROVED MOTOR RECOVERY 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In 2010, Li and colleagues published the first study in the field to systematically map the 

molecular “sprouting transcriptome” after stroke. This landmark study showed that peri-infarct 

neuronal sprouting after stroke occurs through coordinated signaling systems. Brain injury induces 

secreted factor signaling in the extracellular environment, cell-intrinsic cytoplasmic cascades, and 

nuclear transcriptional responses. One key finding was that axonal sprouting as a molecular process 

differs by age. In sprouting neurons isolated from the aged brain at 7 days after stroke, one of the 

most highly upregulated genes was Growth and Differentiation Factor 10, or GDF10 (Li et al., 2010).  

GDF10 emerged as a leading candidate for mechanistic analysis because it is a secreted factor found 

in the highly dynamic peri-infarct cortex, it has growth promoting roles in development, and signals 

through transforming growth factor B receptors (TGFBR) that can be pharmacologically targeted.  

In these series of studies, we show that GDF10 gain of function produces increased axonal 

sprouting in-vitro and in-vivo. Further, in-vivo delivery of the GDF10 protein brain during the 

recovery period increases motor improvement after injury in a mouse model of ischemic stroke. In 

this post-stroke role, GDF10 signals through the Smad2/3 pathway. RNA-Seq analysis of GDF10 

signaling reveals that it is a process distinct from other CNS injury-related, developmental, and other 

adult plasticity paradigms. Finally, the translational potential for these findings are significant 

because GDF10 upregulation in peri-infarct cortex is found across rodent, monkey, and human 

brain. We hope to move these findings toward therapeutic targeting after stroke.   
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5.2 Results 

GDF10 increases axonal sprouting in-vitro and in-vivo  

Since GDF10 was identified bioinformatically from peri-infarct sprouting neurons (Li et al., 

2010), the first step in these studies was to confirm its mechanistic role in promoting the sprouting 

phenotype. Primary mouse cortical neurons age P4 exhibited increased axonal outgrowth upon 

GDF10 addition to the growth medium compared to control medium alone (Fig 5.1a). Knockdown 

of GDF10 using siRNA inhibits axonal outgrowth from primary cortical neurons, a culture model 

system where GDF10 is expressed in neurons that have undergone the plating process (Fig 5.1b). 

Next, GDF10 protein delivery from hydrogel formulated for extended release increased axonal 

sprouting compared to delivery of an inert protein control, cytochrome C. In particular, the 

sprouting occurred in an anterior direction to the motor cortex, toward premotor cortex (Fig5.2a). 

Conversely, siRNA knockdown of GDF10 significantly inhibits cortical axonal sprouting after 

stroke, producing a pattern of connections that resembles the non-stroke, normal brain  (Fig. 5.1b).  

Does GDF10 axonal sprouting result in synaptic contacts in reorganizing circuits? To 

answer this question, we performed immunofluorescent colocalization analysis of the pre- and post-

synaptic markers VGLUT2 and Homer1. These studies indicate that BDA-labeled sprouting 

neurons contain the pre-synaptic glutamatergic marker in tight association with the post-synaptic 

marker Homer1 (Fig 5.3). Analyses were performed in premotor cortex, a region of the motor 

system with increased axonal sprouting as indicated by in cortical mapping studies (Fig5.2b). 

 

GDF10 increases motor functional recovery after stroke  

Next, we aimed to understand if GDF10-induced axonal sprouting promotes functional 

recovery. After GDF10 protein or GDF10 targeted siRNA delivery to the peri-infarct cortex, we 

tested mice on forelimb motor tasks using the stroke-affected forelimb. This is the same ipsilesional 
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cortex in which axonal sprouting was measured. The grid walking, cylinder and pasta handing tasks 

are motor tests that measure gait, exploratory forelimb use and skilled control of thin pasta pieces, 

respectively (Overman et al., 2012; Tennant et al., 2010).  

Stroke produces impairments in forelimb motor control for an extended period: at least 11 

weeks (pasta handling) or 15 weeks after stroke (cylinder, gridwalking) (Fig. 5.4). GDF10 treatment 

starting 1 week after stroke enhances recovery beginning from 3 weeks post-stroke (Fig. 5.4).  With 

GDF10 delivery, mice performed at the level of non-stroke motor control by 5 weeks after stroke. 

Remarkably, GDF10 siRNA significantly reduces the normal process of recovery after stroke, 

beginning 1-3 weeks after delivery. No significant changes in motor performance were observed 

among animals treated with inert protein or scrambled siRNA controls. Thus, administration of 

GDF10 protein improves motor recovery after stroke and knocking down GDF10 levels 

significantly decreases functional recovery. These behavioral data point toward an important 

endogenous role for GDF10 in recovery after stroke, and furthermore, also suggest that the 

neuronal sprouting mapped in vivo (Fig 5.2a) may represent formation of functional neural circuits 

that cause behavioral improvement.  

 

GDF10 is expressed in the peri-infarct cortex across species 

Initially, GDF10 was identified in the rat brain as an upregulated gene found in peri-infarct 

sprouting neurons (Li et al., 2010). Further Immunohistochemical analyses across a range of species, 

mouse macaque and human, indicate that GDF10 upregulation after stroke is conserved across 

different vertebrates (Fig 5.5). Furthermore, cellular phenotyping alongside GDF10 immunostaining 

indicates that it is expressed in neurons and seen extracellularly, as it is a secreted protein. Microglia 

and astrocytes do not upregulate GDF10 after stroke (Fig 5.6).  
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GDF10-induces a molecular transcriptome distinct from other CNS injury, developmental, 

and learning-related paradigms 

Next, we aimed to identify the molecular systems behind post-stroke GDF10-induced 

axonal sprouting and functional recovery. Using the FACS approach developed in the RSC-PMC 

studies (Chapter 3), neurons were isolated from GDF10+stroke, stroke alone, normal control and 

developmental P4 cortex. The number of reads ranged from 64,602,785 to 107,291,640 and the 

uniquely mapped reads ranged from 43,087,682 to 85,407,243. The differentially expressed genes 

were analyzed using a false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of <0.1. 

We used unsupervised genome-wide principal component analysis to compare our data from 

GDF10 and stroke to other plasticity transcriptomes. These transcriptomes include cortical neuron 

outgrowth during development, the cortical critical period, mouse growth cones, P7 to P28 mouse 

neurons, motor cortex after spinal cord injury, retina after optic nerve crush, contralateral cortex 

after stroke, and learning and memory paradigms in hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex 

(Table 5.1). Original microarray or RNA-Seq data from published array files were compiled, 

normalized, controlled for batch effect and statistically compared to the present data sets for cortical 

neurons from stroke, stroke+GDF10, no stroke control and P4. 

The greatest difference in the analyzed conditions is between adult cortical neurons (from 

control, stroke and stroke+GDF10 conditions) and cortical neurons from the developmental age of 

P4 (Figure 5.7). This indicates that growth states in adult and developmental neurons are 

transcriptionally more different from each than cortical neuron transcription before and after injury 

(and +/- GDF10). This finding also challenges an idea that “regeneration recapitulates development.” 

Although earlier single gene studies showed overlap between isolated axonal developmental and 

axonal regeneration genes (Ng et al., 1988), unsupervised cluster analysis across transcriptomes 

confirms that the adult and neonatal gene expression transcriptomes cluster according to age and 
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stage of development (Fig 5.7). After this distinction, the most unique transcriptome is 

stroke+GDF10 vs. stroke. In addition, stroke and stroke+GDF10 transcriptomes cluster closely 

together with a partial relationship to retina 12 hours after optic nerve crush. Stroke+GDF10 or 

stroke-alone transcriptomes lie distant from mouse growth cone, mouse cortical critical period and 

corticospinal and callosal postnatal neuronal transcriptomes, which themselves do cluster together. 

These clustering analyses indicate that GDF10 induces a distinct transcriptional profile after stroke, 

more closely related to stroke without GDF10 treatment than to the transcriptomes derived from 

neuronal development, CNS injury and learning and memory paradigms.  

GDF10, a molecular signal for axonal sprouting in the adult brain after stroke, regulates a 

unique transcriptome that consists of a smaller number of genes from that seen during the initial 

process of neurodevelopmental axonal sprouting. Consistent with other studies (Li et al., 2010), these 

data show that axonal outgrowth genes vary according to age of the brain, and the initial process of 

axonal sprouting in neurodevelopment in general is quite different molecularly from neuronal 

growth in the adult state. IPA network analyses indicate that Stroke+GDF10 highly regulates 

Axonal Guidance, PTEN and PI3K signaling (Fig 5.8) pathways after stroke. GDF10 delivery after 

stroke downregulates PTEN canonical signaling and upregulates PI3K canonical signaling (Table 

5.2). There is precedent in the field for PTEN and SOCS3 inhibition of axonal sprouting in the adult 

CNS; their knockout in optic nerve and spinal cord injury increases axonal sprouting after injury (Liu 

et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2011). GDF10 also differentially regulates axonal guidance molecules including 

Ephrin A3, Tα1tubulin, Beta-II-tubulin, VEGFd, neuropilin 1, SOCS3 and downstream molecules 

in the Rho and Rac pathways (Table 5.2). Together, these delineated molecules may represent a 

potential mechanism of action for GDF10 in axonal sprouting after stroke. 
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5.4 Discussion 

The last two and a half decades have produced compelling studies that show the peri-infarct 

neurons are placed into a growth state after stroke. Much research has since focused on overcoming 

the growth inhibitory environment of the adult brain; relatively less basic science is known about 

promoting the intrinsic growth state in the post-stroke brain. In the present studies, we show that 

GDF10 is an important player that induces axonal sprouting and improves recovery after stroke. 

GDF10 is a growth promoting molecule upregulated in peri-infarct cortex after stroke in the rodent, 

monkey and human brain (Fig 5.5). We find that it is a potent initiator of axonal sprouting in the 

peri-infarct cortex. The sprouted neurons also support synaptogenesis in premotor cortex and are 

correlated with improved functional motor recovery after stroke. GDF10 is a divergent member of 

the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)/transforming growth factor-β (TGFβ) superfamily 

(Cunningham et al., 1995), and signal through TGFβ receptors (TGFβR) (Akhurst and Hata, 2012). 

It activates a unique transcriptional program that in part works through PTEN and SOCS3 

inhibition. Though GDF10 mRNA is strongly expressed in the developing brain (Soderstrom and 

Ebendal, 1999), the current study is the first to identify a role for GDF10 in the adult brain or after 

CNS injury.  

Axonal mapping studies of the peri-infarct cortex after GDF10 induction leads to increased 

sprouting toward premotor cortex, a motor system area previously associated with functional 

recovery after stroke (Overman et al., 2012; Zeiler et al., 2013). Although we did not perform 

electron microscopy (EM) studies of synapse terminals, the tight association of pre- and post-

synaptic markers suggests GDF10-induced axonal sprouting may support excitatory synaptogenesis. 

Future studies of these specific synapses using EM and electrophysiological (i.e. paired pulse 

recoding) or optogenetic functional circuit mapping will more fully elucidate the mechanisms of 

functional rewiring.  
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Axonal sprouting after stroke shares similarities with the neuronal morphology changes in 

learning and memory paradigms, optic nerve and spinal cord regeneration and neurodevelopment. 

From this perspective, we wanted to further probe the molecular similarities between these 

morphologically related but functionally disparate plasticity paradigms. By comparing transcriptomes 

that represent different plasticity states throughout development and adulthood, we find that the 

expression profile of post-stroke sprouting neurons lie distant from cortical developmental profiles, 

but in part overlaps with an optic nerve injury profile. RNA-Seq analyses of GDF10-induced 

neurons indicate that PTEN and SOC3 pathways are inhibited. This represents a mechanistic 

connection with findings in the optic nerve and spinal cord regeneration fields (Du et al., 2015; Sun 

et al., 2011). 

In total, we highlight the mechanistic roles of GDF10 related plasticity in the post-stroke 

brain. GDF10 is a growth-promoting factor with widely conserved expression after injury. This 

finding, coupled with our discovery of GDF10-induced anatomic plasticity and functional recovery, 

may signal high translational potential for molecular delivery in future stroke therapies. 
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5.4 Chapter 5. Figures 

 

 
 
Figure 5.1 GDF10 enhances axonal outgrowth in primary neurons in  v i t ro  
(a) Axonal outgrowth  in P4 mouse primary cortical neurons. Wells were plated with CSPG before cell 
growth to mimic extracellular inhibition in adult CNS. Axon  length was measured after 3d in culture. Cyto C 
= cytochrome C, a protein control for the addition of growth factor, used in the in vivo studies (Fig. 4a). The 
whiskers show the minimum and maximum values. (b) P4 cortical neurons stained with SMI-312 after 2 
additional days culture in medium alone or medium + GDF10 (500ng/ml). Scale bar represents 20um. (c) P4 
mouse primary cortical neurons treated with siRNA targeted toward GDF10 or scramble siRNA control. 
siRNA between 12.5-100nM produced significant decrease in neuron outgrowth. Independent cultures per 
condition and, in each culture, four wells repeating the condition. **P < 0.01 compared with medium only; 
 ##P < 0.01 compared with scrambled + GDF10; SSP < 0.05 compared with scrambled siRNA. All 
conditions were tested in quadruplicate, in two separate experiments. a, F(6, 105) = 7.220; b, F(6, 105) = 
8.384; c, F(6, 105) = 22.44. All observations were normalized to the number of NeuN+ cells in each sample. 
Statistical testing was repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer’s post hoc test (a–c) or one-tail 
unpaired t test (e).  
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Figure 5.2 GDF10 promotes axonal connections in peri-infarct cortex after stroke 
a) Left: quantitative cortical mapping of connections  in layers II/III of the flattened mouse cortical 
 hemisphere ipsilateral to the forelimb motor cortex in stroke with protein control (Cyto C)  (blue, n=8), 
GDF10+stroke (red, n=8) and areas of dense overlap of these two conditions  (dark blue). x and y axes are 
distances in  millimeters from the center of the BDA tracer  injection (empty circle). P value is Hotelling’s  T2 

test. Right: Polar plot of connections of forelimb  motor cortex projections relative to the tracer  injection in 
forelimb motor cortex as the origin.   Filled polygons represent the 70th percentile  of the distances of all 
BDA-labeled connections from the injection site in each segment of the graph. Weighted polar vectors 
represent the median vector multiplied by the median of the  normal distribution of the number of points in a 
given segment of the graph. P value is  Watson’s nonparametric two-sample U2 test.   Inset shows schematic 
lateral view of mouse  brain. The horizontal line shows the position  in which neuronal label was quantified 
 (b) Left: quantitative cortical mapping of GDF10 knockdown in stroke. Right: polar  plots of GDF10 siRNA 
and scrambled siRNA after stroke. Data are presented as in a. The gray shaded circle in a and b indicates the 
center of the stroke site. (c) Timeline of stroke surgery, drug/control delivery, BDA labeling, and tissue 
analysis 
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Figure 5.3 Synaptic connections are formed in peri-infarct cortex after GDF10 treatment 
a) Synaptic analysis was performed in the same peri-infarct tissues from animals used for BDA 
axonal sprouting maps in Fig. 4a) and b). Presynaptic VGLUT2 and postsynaptic Homer1 
antibodies were used for identification of synaptic contacts. Marker colocalization analyses were 
performed on Imaris Imaging software (Bitplane, Version 8.1.1) by 1) creating a surface for BDA 
positive neurons 2) colocalizing presynaptic VGLUT2 within BDA surface 3) excluding postsynaptic 
Homer1 in BDA positive cells and 4) colocalizing presynaptic and postsynaptic datasets to <0.75µm. 
These analyses uniquely identify the synaptic connections formed by GDF10-induced sprouting 
cortical neurons after stroke (mapped in Fig. 4). b) Video through a 15um thick section of peri-
infarct cortex taken at 100x. BDA surface is shown in light blue. VGLUT2 presynaptic marker is 
shown by green spots, and Homer1 postsynaptic marker in red spots.  
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Figure 5.4. GDF10 improves behavioral recovery after stroke.
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Figure 5.4 GDF10 promotes motor behavioral recovery after stroke  
a) Cylinder test of forelimb symmetry in exploratory rearing (n=7 all conditions in behavioral 
testing). Y-axis shows bilaterally symmetric rearing as 0.0 and percent of left (unaffected) forelimb 
rearing as negative values. Left graph: Stroke causes a significant increase in the number of rears 
with the left forelimb. GDF10 treatment produces a significant recovery compared to 
stroke+vehicle (# = P<0.05) and stroke+cyto C (^ = P<0.05). Right graph: Stroke+GDF10 siRNA 
impairs the normal recovery seen in stroke+vehicle (# = p<0.01) and in stroke+scrambled siRNA 
($ = P<0.05). (b) Gridwalking test of forelimb function in gait. Y-axis is the number of footfaults of 
the forelimb contralateral to the stroke (right forelimb). Left graph: Stroke+GDF10 produces a 
significant recovery in forelimb function compared to stroke+cyto C (^ = P<0.05). Right graph: 
Stroke+GDF10 siRNA reduces the normal process of motor recovery after stroke (** = P<0.01, 
compared with stroke+vehicle) and impairs the forelimb function compared with stroke+scrambled 
siRNA ($ = P<0.05). (c) Pasta handling task after stroke. Y-axis is the Y-axis is the percentage of 
handling time using right forepaw relative to both paws. Delivery of GDF10 results in a significant 
recovery in forepaw use compared to delivery of protein control cyto C (^ = P<0.05). Injection of 
GDF10 siRNA complex significantly reduces right forepaw function compared to injection of the 
scrambled siRNA ($ = p<0.05). In (a) F (1.958, 11.75) = 22.07; (b) F (1.869, 11.21) = 10.70; (c) F 
(2.101, 12.61) = 9.382. Error bars are SEM. Statistics are multiple comparisons ANOVA followed 
by Tukey-Kramer’s post hoc test 
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Figure 5.5 GDF10 is expressed in rodent, monkey and human peri-infarct tissue after stroke 
a) Immunohistochemical staining in peri-infarct cortex in mice 7 d after stroke (n = 5). GDF10 
staining (red) was apparent in peri-infarct tissue, overlapping with NeuN staining (green). Arrows in 
bottom right panel indicate representative NeuN+, GDF10+ cells. b) Immunohistochemical 
staining in peri-infarct cortex in non-human primate (n = 2 stroke, n = 3 control) 2d after stroke. 
Data are presented as above. Arrows in bottom right indicate double-labeled NeuN+, GDF10+ 
neurons after stroke. c) Immunohistochemical staining in human control (n = 4) and stroke (n = 7). 
Arrows indicate neurons labeled with both GDF10 and either NeuN or TuJ1 after stroke. In this 
human case, the stroke is chronic, or greater than 3 months after the event. Scale bar in the bottom 
right panel represents 50um and applies to all photomicrographs.  
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Figure 5.6 
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Figure 5.6. GDF10 is upregulated in peri-infarct cortex neurons and extracellular space after 
stroke 
a) GDF10 protein expression in the ipsilateral hemisphere after stroke. This low magnification 
photomicrograph of the ipsilesional hemisphere shows axonal loss, as indicated by loss of MAP2, in 
the stroke core. GDF10 is induced in the cortex bordering the stroke core, as seen by the increased 
intensity of staining (arrows). The stroke core contains an abundance of microglia and macrophages, 
labeled by CD11b. b) GDF10 expression in the peri-infarct cortex. Image is taken from the region 
of interest indicated by box in panel a). GDF10 protein expression is upregulated compared to 
contralateral control in 1c). c) GDF10 expression in the non-injured cortex from the contralateral 
hemisphere. GDF10 has a sparse low level of endogenous expression. This indicates that GDF10 
induction is specific to cortex immediately adjacent to the site of stroke injury. In the absence of 
stroke, CD11b is not induced in the control cortex. d) GDF10 expression in the peri-infarct 
colocalizes to neurons labeled with MAP2 and excludes microglia and macrophages. GDF10 
immunoreactivity is present in MAP2+ neuronal somas and in dendrites. GDF10 does not 
colocalize with CD11b+ microglia/ macrophages. e) Secreted GDF10 is also found in the 
extracellular space in the peri-infarct cortex near surviving axons (MAP2).  
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Table 5.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.1 Sources of expression profiles for transcriptomic overlay analyses 
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Figure 5.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Molecular transcriptome comparisons across stroke, developmental, learning and 
memory and other CNS injury profiles 
Genome wide associations of Stroke+GDF10 transcriptome to learning and memory, 
neurodevelopmental and CNS injury transcriptomes. Current experiment stroke+/- GDF10 
expression profiles lay distant from developmental profiles and partially overlap with optic nerve 
regeneration profiles. Statistical testing was Fisher’s exact p value, Benjamini Hochberg correction 
for multiple comparisons and principle component analysis across datasets from 10 transcriptomic 
studies (Table 5.1). 
 

 

Figure 5.7 Transcriptome overlay for GDF10 RNA-Seq study 
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Figure 5.8 

Figure 5.8 GDF10 canonical signaling pathways  
Top canonical pathways significantly regulated in Stroke+GDF10 vs. Stroke. Y-axis is inverse log of 
p value corrected for multiple comparisons in Benjamini-Hochberg (B-H) test. Significance is set to 
a B-H p<0.05 = -log (B-H p-value) of 1.3. Red is net upregulation of the genes in this pathway; 
green is net downregulation. Grey is mixed up or downregulation in pathway genes such that there is 
not net trend.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Canonical pathways
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Table 5.2 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.2. Differentially regulated genes within PTEN and PI3K pathways and fold change 
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Table 5.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.3 Axonal guidance genes differentially regulated by GDF10 
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5.5 Methods 

 

Mouse model of stroke  

Animal procedures were performed in accordance with the US National Institutes of Health 

Animal Protection Guidelines and the University of California Los Angeles Chancellor’s Animal 

Research Committee. Focal cortical strokes on adult C57BL/6 male mice weighing 20–25 g (2–4 

months old, Charles River Laboratories) were produced by photothrombosis at surgery as previously 

described (Lee et al., ‘07; Overman et al., ‘12). Briefly, under isoflurane anesthesia, mice were placed 

in a stereotactic apparatus with the skull exposed through a midline incision, cleared of connective 

tissue, and dried. A cold light source (KL1500 LCD; Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.) attached to a 

40× objective was used to produce a 2-mm diameter focal stroke upon light illumination. Prior to 

illumination, 0.2 ml of Rose Bengal solution (10 mg/ ml in normal saline; Sigma) was administered 

i.p. After 5 min, the brain was illuminated through the intact skull for 15 min. The mice were then 

sutured along the scalp, removed from the stereotactic frame (Model 900, David Kopf Instruments), 

and allowed to recover. Body temperature was maintained at 37.0 °C with a heating pad throughout 

the operation. Control animals received no stroke.  

Non-human primate model of stroke 

Non-human primate tissues are taken from a previously reported stroke neuroprotection 

study in which stroke animals did not receive study drug (saline control, Bahjat et al., ‘11, n=3 stroke, 

n=2 control, non-stroke).  Adult, male rhesus macaques (M. mulatta) were single-housed indoors in 

double cages on a 12:12-hour light/dark cycle, with lights-on from 0700 to 1900  hours, and at a 

constant temperature of 24°C±2°C. Laboratory diet was provided bidaily  (Lab Diet 5047, PMI 

Nutrition International, Richmond, IN, USA) and supplemented with fresh fruits and vegetables. 
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Drinking water was provided ad libitum. The animal care program is compliant with federal and 

local regulations, regarding the care and use of research animals and is Association for Assessment 

and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care accredited. All experiments were approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

The right MCA (distal to the orbitofrontal branch) and both anterior cerebral arteries were 

exposed and occluded with vascular clips for 60  min. Animals were given ketamine (~10  mg/kg, 

intramuscular injection) and then intubated and maintained under general anesthesia using 0.8% to 

1.3% isoflurane vaporized in 100% oxygen. A blood sample was taken and a venous line was placed 

for fluid replacement. An arterial line was established for blood pressure monitoring throughout the 

surgery and to maintain a mean arterial blood pressure of 60 to 80  mm  Hg. End-tidal CO2 and 

arterial blood gases were continuously monitored to titrate ventilation to achieve a goal CO2 pressure 

of 35 to 40  mm  Hg. Postoperative analgesia consisted of intramuscular hydromorphone HCl and 

buprenorphine. Animals were euthanized 2 d after stroke and tissue fixed in formaldehyde. 

Human stroke 

The cases selected for examination in this study are a retrospective, convenience sample of 

autopsy cases from a clinicopathologic study of cognitively normal subjects, those with subcortical 

ischemic vascular dementia (SIVD) or Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Written informed consent for 

autopsy was obtained from all subjects or legal next-of-kin. From this larger database, cases selected 

for detailed microscopy included those with definable large artery infarcts determined by expert 

neuropathologic assessment of H&E stained sections. Sections from 7 of stroke and 4 control cases 

were evaluated. 

GDF10 protein, GDF10 siRNA administration and BDA injection  
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GDF10 protein was delivered from the stroke cavity with a hyaluronan plus heparin sulfate 

hydrogel (Extracel-HP, Glycosan BioSystems) injected 7 d after stroke (A-P, 0.0 mm; M-L, 1.5 mm; 

D-V, 1.0 mm) (Paxinos and Watson, 2001). Six microliters of hydrogel impregnated with 

recombinant GDF10 (1.33 mg/ml, n = 8) (cat. no. 1543-BP-025/CF, R&D Systems), or protein 

control cytochrome C (Cyto C) (1.33 mg/ml, n = 8) (C2506-50MG, Sigma) was implanted into the 

stroke core. Three GDF10 siRNA duplex (cat. nos. MSS236596, MSS236597, MSS236598; 

Invitrogen) and negative control samples (12935-200, Invitrogen) were used to determine protein 

knockdown in vitro using day 4 postnatal mouse cortical primary neurons (Brewer and Torricelli, 

2007; Xu et al., 2012). The combination of MSS236597 and MSS236598 siRNA produced the 

greatest knockdown in GDF10 protein expression. This GDF10 siRNA (n = 8) or scrambled 

control siRNA (n = 8) duplex with RNAiMAX (cat. no. 13778-075, Invitrogen) (6 µl) was 

introduced at 150 nM directly into the stroke cavity (A/P, 0.0 mm; M/L, 1.5 mm; D/V, 1.0 mm) 

(Paxinos and Watson, 2001) 7 d after stroke. At day 21 after stroke or 14 d after GDF10 protein, 

GDF10 siRNA or Cyto C injection, each mouse received an injection of 300 nL of 10% BDA 

(Sigma) into the forelimb motor cortex (A/P, 1.5 mm; M/L, 1.75 mm; D/V, 0.75 mm) (Paxinos and 

Watson, 2001). At 28 d after stroke, mice were perfused with paraformaldehyde and the cortex 

removed, flattened and sliced to 40 µm tangentially (Li et al., 2010; Overman et al., 2012). 

Behavioral Assessment 

Mice (6-8 per group) were tested once on the grid-walking, cylinder and pasta eating tasks 1 

week before surgery to establish baseline performance levels. Animals were tested at week 1, 3, 5,7, 

11 and 15 after stroke. Treatments were administered as for the axonal sprouting studies: 

GDF10+stroke, Protein control (Cyto C)+stroke, GDF10 siRNA+stroke and Sham+stroke. 

Assessment on the grid-walking, cylinder and pasta eating tasks were performed as previously 
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described (Allred and Jones, 2008; Overman et al., 2012). Behaviors were scored by observers who 

were masked to the treatment group of the animals. 

FACS 

Tissue and cell preparation:  

Male C57BL/6 mice age 4 months were anesthetized with isoflurane, decapitated, and 

cortical tissue removed from underlying white matter. Peri-infarct cortex (for stroke groups) or 

homologous sensorimotor cortex (for non-stroke groups) was dissected using a double tissue punch 

method: a ring of cortical tissue 750um wide was isolated between two concentric circular tissue 

punches (3.0mm and 1.5mm in diameter) to exclude necrotic stroke core. P4 postnatal sensorimotor 

cortex was isolated using only one 1.5mm tissue punch. Cortical tissue was enzymatically digested 

and triturated based on a published protocol (Brewer and Torricelli, 2007). Briefly, cortical tissue 

was equilibrated for 8 minutes and digested for 30 min at 30°C and 190 rpm in 6 mL papain solution 

(12 mg/mL). Complete Hibernate buffer (BrainBits) was used to maintain neural metabolites and 

pH during tissue dissection and digestion. Glutamate antagonists kynurenic acid and AP5 were 

added to minimize excitotoxicity (Ozdinler and Macklis, 2006). Tissue was triturated into 6 mL 

suspension and loaded onto density gradient column (4 mL of 12.4% OptiPrep in Hibernate), and 

centrifuged for 15 min at 900g at 22°C. The bottom 5 mL was collected and washed 2X at 400g for 

5 min before antibody staining. Two cortices were pooled for each of the 12 FACS samples. 6 

animals per group (stroke alone, stroke + 7d GDF10, Adult WT, P4 WT) were coupled into 3 

samples each for a total of 12 samples across the 4 experimental groups for FACS analysis.  

Cell sorting and RNA extraction: 

Prior to flow cytometry, all cell suspensions were stained for neuronal marker NCAM (Mouse; 

NCAM-1/CD56 Allophycocyanin MAb, 10uL antibody/106 cells, FAB7820A R&D Systems,) for 20 
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min at 25°C, and washed twice with HABG. Samples were maintained on ice during FACS isolation. 

APC sort gates were set using positive and negative controls prior to neuron sorting. Neurons were 

collected via FACS (FACsARIA, Becton Dickinson, UCLA FACS Core) directly into 400 uL lysis 

buffer for RNA isolation. Total RNA was extracted using RNA-Microprep kit (Zymo-Research) and 

eluted into 7 uL ddH2O. RNA-quality was verified (RIN>7) on an Agilent Bioanalyzer.  

 

Spinal Cord Injections: 

As previously described in Chapter 2 Methods. 

RNA-Seq and Bioinformatics of other neuronal transcriptomes 

Total RNA from FACS-isolated cells from each condition (n=6) was pooled in 2 brains per 

sample. Total RNA was amplified and converted into double-stranded DNA, which is typically 

between 200 and 300 bp (Ovation RNA-Seq System v2, NuGen, San Carlos, CA) that was further 

processed with the Ovation UltraLow kit (NuGen). RNA libraries were prepared using a NuGen 

Ovation Ultra Low Mass kit for paired-end 2x50 RNA-sequencing (HiSeq2000, UCLA ICNN core).  

After library preparation (Encore NGS Library System I, NuGen) amplified double-stranded cDNA 

was fragmented into 300 bp (Covaris-S2, Woburn, MA). DNA fragments (200 ng) were end-

repaired to generate blunt ends with 59 phosphatase and 39 hydroxyls and adapters ligated. The 

purified cDNA library products were evaluated using the Agilent Bioanalyzer (Santa Rosa, CA) and 

diluted to 10 nM for cluster generation in situ on the HiSeq paired-end flow cell using the CBot 

automated cluster generation system. Three samples at a time, all samples were multiplexed into 

single pools and run in 9 lanes total of Paired-End 2 x 100 bp flow cells in HiSeq 2000 (Illumina, 

San Diego, CA). 
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Six Libraries for RNA-Seq were prepared using the NuGen Ovation UltraLow library 

preparation protocol (NuGen Technologies, Inc.) and sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2500 

sequencer across 10 lanes of 100bp-paired-end sequencing, corresponding to 3 samples per HiSeq 

2500 lane. After demultiplexing, we obtained between 50 and 79 million reads per sample. Quality 

control was performed on base qualities and nucleotide composition of sequences. Alignment to the 

M. musculus (mm9) refSeq (refFlat) reference gene annotation was performed using the STAR 

spliced read aligner (Dobin et al., ‘12) with default parameters. Additional QC was performed after 

the alignment to examine: the level of mismatch rate, mapping rate to the whole genome, repeats, 

chromosomes, and key transcriptomic regions (exons, introns, UTRs, genes). One control sample 

failed QC and was excluded from analysis. Between 67 and 85% of the reads mapped uniquely to 

the mouse genome. Total counts of read-fragments aligned to candidate gene regions were derived 

using HTSeq program (www.huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/overview.html) and used as 

a basis for the quantification of gene expression. Only uniquely mapped reads were used for 

subsequent analyses. Across the samples >25% of the annotated genes have been detected by at 

least 50 reads. Following alignment and read quantification, we performed quality control using a 

variety of indices, including sample clustering, consistency of replicates, and average gene coverage.  

Differential expression analysis was performed using the EdgeR Bioconductor package 

(Robinson et al., ‘10), and differentially expressed genes were selected based on False Discovery Rate 

(FDR Benjamini Hochberg-adjusted p values) estimated at ≤ 0.1 (or 10% FDR). 3 samples from 

stroke, stroke+GDF10, P4 and 2 samples from control were compared. Clustering and overlap 

analyses were performed using Bioconductor packages within the statistical environment R (www.r-

project.org/).  
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Genes that were differentially expressed false discovery rate (FDR) < 10% were submitted 

to Cluster 3.0 for hierarchical clustering analysis (Euclidian distance, centroid linkage clustering) and 

visualized using Java TreeView. Differentially expressed genes were further analyzed by molecular 

pathway analysis and canonical signaling systems (IPA, Redwood City, CA). Briefly, for IPA analyses 

the genes regulated in each specific category, filtered to only include genes ≤10% FDR, where 

compared to all genes known to be involved in a given molecular pathway or canonical signaling 

system in a large curated database of molecular interactions. Fisher’s exact p value was calculated by 

IPA to determine a statistically different relationship of a data set in the WT, stroke+/-GDF-10, and 

P4 cortical transcriptomes to chance representation of these genes. For the upstream analysis there 

are 4 values that go into the Fisher's exact p-value calculation with Benjamini Hochberg correction 

for multiple comparisons.  

For genome-wide association testing, individual data from .cell, SRA or Excel files was 

obtained for each experiment (Table5.1).  The gene symbol was located for each probe and average 

expression computed for duplicated genes. The data was combined with RNA-Seq data from this 

study and variance stabilization transformation normalization performed.  
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CHAPTER 6. 

INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 
 
 

After ischemic stroke, we find that overuse of the stroke-affected limb during the recovery 

period leads to marked axonal sprouting from retrosplenial cortex to premotor cortex. Studies in 

rodents, primates, and humans have previously demonstrated that premotor cortex is functionally 

involved in limb rehabilitation and post-stroke recovery (Cramer et al., 1997; Dancause et al., 2005; 

Johansen-Berg et al., 2002; Overman et al., 2012; Seitz et al., 1998), but the specific structural changes 

that occur within premotor circuits remain unknown. The current study is the first to map a key 

circuit that mediates premotor cortical reorganization during limb overuse, and identifies 

retrosplenial cortex as an important origin for sprouting afferent projections into premotor cortex. 

Although not functionally tested within this body of work, rudimentary formation of this circuit may 

be partially responsible for the limited amount of “spontaneous recovery” after stroke (without limb 

overuse). However, we find that this RSC-PMC connection is vastly enhanced upon CIMT-like 

overuse, an activity-based behavioral therapy that improves long-term motor recovery. We also 

perform a connection-specific RNA-Seq expression profile study of the retrosplenial population of 

neurons uniquely connected to PMC after limb overuse, and identify 160 significant genes that 

characterize this circuit. Some molecular candidates like MEF2C and have previous roles in activity-

dependent plasticity, but many are indeed novel to the field of injury-induced plasticity. These circuit 

and molecular findings start to bridge mechanisms of activity-dependent plasticity and neural repair 

plasticity. Lastly, in-vitro screening of 15 candidates highlights several candidate genes that increase 

neuronal outgrowth, and has prioritized a next tier of targets for in-vivo investigation. 

As perhaps with all basic science ventures, the findings answer a few questions but open the 

floodgates for even more hypotheses. In the initial neuroanatomical mapping phase of this work, we 
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find that limb overuse drives increased premotor connectivity from three regions, two of which 

remain mysterious in this post-stroke context: the insular cortex and lateral somatosensory areas. 

Like retrosplenial cortex, the insular cortex is highly multimodal and plays the role of an integration 

center for somatosensory, motor, and emotional processing. In humans, the insular cortex is divided 

into social-emotional, sensorimotor, olfacto-gustatory, and cognitive networks that have unclear 

neuroanatomical connectivity (Kurth et al., 2010). How behavioral therapy after stroke modulates 

these networks is unknown. On the other hand, sensory cortex reorganization has been studied after 

stroke and is functionally linked to increased motor recovery in the hand after CIMT (Laible et al., 

2012). The distant somatosensory areas likely engage an intermixed population of spared 

sensorimotor circuits during recovery, but the finer mechanisms will require deeper study. Lastly, the 

retrosplenial cortex (RSC) is a complex structure with anatomical subdivisions (i.e. granular vs. 

agranular RSC) that may differentially contribute to recovery after different types of stroke. While 

studies are starting to describe learning and memory mechanisms in the retrosplenial cortex 

(Cowansage et al., 2014; Czajkowski et al., 2014), exploring the RSC after stroke and other brain 

injuries is a subfield in its infancy.  

Chapters 3 and 4 delve into the RSC-PMC molecular profile and screen top candidate genes 

for mechanistic contributions to neuronal outgrowth. From unbiased genome-wide transcriptome 

comparison analyses, we learned that this activity-induced post-stroke circuit is molecularly distinct 

from developmental and other CNS injury profiles. Transcriptome overlay analyses in Chapter 5’s 

GDF10 studies echo these distinctions (Li and Nie, 2016). Together, these findings diverge from the 

idea that “regeneration recapitulates development.” While early studies in CNS regeneration looked 

at genes that were inspired by molecules from neuronal development (EphrinA5, Sema3a) or PNS 

injury (GAP43), larger datasets from our lab and others are now showing the uniqueness of the 

regenerating CNS neuron in the adult. An outstanding question from the transcriptomic work is 
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how relative gene expression changes are actually reflected in the translatome or proteome of a 

sprouting neuron. Moreover, how do epigenetic contributions to plasticity fit into the diverse neural 

repair landscape? Outside of focused gene or protein studies, the field still lacks rigorous and 

systematic studies in these pre- and post- transcriptional areas. Finally, in contrast to somal gene 

expression, recent advances in basic neuroscience highlight the importance of the “axonal 

transcriptome,” comprised of RNA-protein complexes (ribonucleoproteins) transported along 

microtubules. Emerging studies find that these transcripts are locally translated and have specific 

roles in axonal physiology, guidance and survival, and injury-induced regeneration (Doron-Mandel et 

al., 2016; Rishal and Fainzilber, 2014; Ross et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2005). A look into this transported 

transcriptome has not been conducted in the post-stroke sprouting neuron, nor for that matter in 

other highly arborized cells that contribute to injury-response and plasticity such as microglia and 

astrocytes. 

As we learn more about the confluence of mechanisms that contribute to recovery after 

stroke and other brain injuries (including axonal and dendritic plasticity, intrinsic neurophysiological 

changes, angiogenesis and stem cell recruitment), another big question is: how and when do we 

deliver potential combinatorial therapies to enhance these endogenous mechanisms of repair? 

Studies in the vein of the IPA upstream analyses may help generate targets that are master regulators 

or potent initiators of neural repair cascades that are targetable early in the recovery period. 

Alternatively, approaches to manipulate various downstream target genes within the same window 

(i.e. neurotropic viruses with large carrying capacities) will need to be developed for in-vivo delivery. 

Multiplexed CRISPR/cas9 knockout and activation platforms (Dahlman et al., 2015; Platt et al., 

2014) are also starting to address this constraint. But even when all the technology is available and 

reliable, we will still need to continue the reductionist’s approach to answering basic questions about 

the intricate mechanisms of adult axonal sprouting. For example, even if we can deliberately turn on 
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all the intrinsic mechanisms for axonal sprouting after stroke, will it path-find correctly and lead to 

meaningful plasticity? Or may this lead to an overdrive state (or in the worst case scenario, a 

neoplastic state) that could have been prevented by a titrated growth signal? Will the “right” wiring 

also need experience-dependent input? This dissertation includes studies that broach upon a couple 

of these ideas by examining how plasticity mechanisms after injury can interface with activity-

dependent processes driven by behavioral experience.  

One long-standing question in the neural repair field has been: How are PNS and CNS 

regeneration related, and why is CNS regeneration so inhibited? One reasonable postulate is that 

CNS and learning and memory plasticity evolved from more basic forms of sensorimotor plasticity 

in response to injury. The latter includes mechanisms of the PNS, which largely innervates 

musculature that directly allows one to respond to external stimuli in the physical world. The PNS 

also regenerates more readily, perhaps given its extra-cranial vulnerability to injury and its critical 

innervation of muscles that need to be functionally intact for evolutionary survival. On the other 

hand, the CNS and in particular the brain, not only contains areas for primary sensory and motor 

processing, but it also dedicates “tissue real-estate” for higher order processing like multi-sensory 

integration, memory and cognition, and emotional processing. This multitude of functional areas is 

in principal organized by a coordination of hardwired and experience-dependent gene expression 

during neurodevelopment. However after development, the cortex has necessarily evolved 

sophisticated inhibitory mechanisms to limit aberrant plasticity in the adult brain in exchange for 

maintenance of efficient and reinforced functional networks. Of course, the healthy adult brain is 

capable of much learning and memory, though this occurs usually through fine-tuning synaptic 

contacts and strengths, rather than through tremendous circuit reorganization structurally. Stroke 

injury perturbs this anatomic and functional tranquility, awakens a unique set of intrinsic growth 

pathways, and concomitantly opens the door for experience-dependent circuit shaping in the adult. 
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From this perspective, we can view clinical CIMT as an activity-based therapy that engages the 

dynamic post-stroke CNS in new learning paradigms. Perhaps it is not surprising that plasticity 

profiles from injured neocortex will include a subset of PNS genes but also recruit novel players 

during CNS regeneration and behavioral therapy. While the basic mechanisms of axonal sprouting 

and motor practice and learning have traditionally been studied independently, our findings 

illuminate how these two processes interface at the circuit and molecular levels during the recovery 

period after stroke.  

Future scientific studies are necessary to more fully understand post-injury plasticity in the 

adult brain. A lingering general question in post-injury structural plasticity is: do axotomized and 

spared neurons differentially contribute to sprouting after stroke? Recent evidence suggests that 

enhanced sprouting in injury-spared circuitry may be an untapped source for functional recovery (Jin 

et al., 2015). The scope of our present work does not include examining if spared or injured RSC 

projections form the connection to PMC. Moreover, the RSC-PMC mapped after limb overuse is a 

circuit whose functional activity has not yet been tested in post-stroke CIMT. One potential study is 

to use the transgenic “Tet-Tag” mouse, in which c-fos drives EGFP production to label active 

circuits during a specific time window (Reijmers et al., 2007), to visualize RSC and PMC neuronal 

activity during forelimb overuse after stroke. The advantage of this approach over calcium or 

voltage-sensitive imaging is that subsequent tissue analyses can be done to colocalize task-specific 

active neurons with neuronal tracers or immunostained candidate molecules. Based on the 

neuroanatomical maps and associated functional improvement after limb overuse, we might expect 

to see enhanced activity in this circuit only in rehabilitated animals, or in the context of in-vivo 

manipulation of the genes that drive this connection. Moreover, the RSC-PMC circuit has not been 

studied at all in nonhuman primates or patients, and may be differentially recruited across other 

species during behavioral shaping after injury. Alternatively, it is entirely possible that the exact 
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connection does not form at all in the human brain after stroke, and in this case we will have used it 

as a heuristic substrate to learn about the mechanisms that drive a unique, plastic connection after 

murine stroke. In trusting of basic science, we aspire that some of the molecular insights may 

continue to build a greater appreciation for CNS regeneration. 

Stroke is a common disease that can occur almost anywhere in the brain. In the cortex, we 

are starting to learn how the 6-layered structure, nested in unitary microcircuits, long-range 

horizontal connections, and sub-cortically diving fibers has remarkable ways of rewiring in response 

to injury. This process has inherent limitations in the adult brain, but there is a beauty to its ontology, 

and exciting scientific endeavors are still enlightening us on the system’s biological malleability. To 

quote Alexander Pope, we must continue to think and learn deeply, “or taste not the Pierian spring,” 

the Muses’ infinite source of knowledge of art and science (Pope, 1711). At the end of this odyssey 

of a project, I am left with more awe and wonderment of the brain than when I started graduate 

school. I look forward to continuing peering into this mysterious organ as my career begins.  

 

“A little learning is a dang'rous thing;  
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring:  
There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,  
And drinking largely sobers us again.  
Fir'd at first sight with what the Muse imparts,  
In fearless youth we tempt the heights of arts,  
While from the bounded level of our mind,  
Short views we take, nor see the lengths behind,  
But more advanc'd, behold with strange surprise  
New, distant scenes of endless science rise!  
So pleas'd at first, the tow'ring Alps we try,  
Mount o'er the vales, and seem to tread the sky;  
Th' eternal snows appear already past,  
And the first clouds and mountains seem the last;  
But those attain'd, we tremble to survey  
The growing labours of the lengthen'd way,  
Th' increasing prospect tires our wand'ring eyes,  
Hills peep o'er hills, and Alps on Alps arise!” 
  
    Alexander Pope 
                 Essay on Criticism (Part II), 1711 
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